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Union county lias gone over Hie
top in the Third Sale of I.ihorty
is confidently believed by
Donds,
the Liberty Loan Committee at a
late hour Saturday afternoon.
Tho amount subscribed and reported to the committee is about
130,000 and there are many outlaying precinct yet to be heard
from.
The State Hank of Commerce last
week had sold their allotment. They
have practically doubled it this

ABOUT PEOPLE YOU
KNOW ABOUT
Mrs. A. W. Johnson, of West Union, Iowa, arrived here Friday and
will visit her brothers, Cy and Lyle,
and sister, Miss Agnes Scbwest.ka.
C5. A. Rodell is spending ,tbe week
end in Raton.

Fred Zimmerman, llhe Floydada,

week.

Texas, ranchman, is in Clayton for a
The First National Hank, already few days on business.
subscribing to some ten thousand
Mrs. H. K. Clark has returned home
dollars worth of bonds, Friday tel- from a visit of several months in
egraphed the Federal Reserve jtank Illinois.
at Kansas City to send them forty-eiu- ht
W. P. (raham, the real estate man,
thousand dollars more of the spent several days in Texline the
Third Liberty Honds, going over the week just passed.
to wdh their allotment.
J. A. Winters is spending the week
The Üank of Des Moines, with an in Hoy on business.
uliottn.Lt of something over ni.
The Misses Clara and Mable Porthousand dollars, has sold more than ter, who have been visiting at the
ten thousand dollars.. worth of the l'ollard ranch for the past month,
bonds, according to a letter received returned Friday to their home in
from Charlie Hammond.
Filien, Texas. Their sister, Mrs. PolThis puts every bank in the coun- lard accompanied them.
ty over the top except one, the
Miss (Meo Toombs has been con-linl.'nion County Trust, and Savings
to her home with tonsilitis
which, al this writing has subscrib- Ibis week.
ed only &,000 worth of bonds. It is
h A. Raw lings and family returnbelieved, however, that the bank will ed t" Clayton Wednesday from Har-lan- d,
come across with its allotment of
Kansas, where they have vis.38,800 before this article appears ited for the past two months.
' in print.
If this is done l.'nion counIr. and Mrs. Jennings, who have
ty will be way over subscribed and spent the past few weeks in Denver,
the Honor Flag, with red border and returned borne Sunday.
three blue stipes will float poudly
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Henderson have
just undo the community flag on the returscd from an auto trip to Ft.
flag pole at the intersection of .Main Worth and oilier Texas points.
and First streets.
Mrs. Katheriu Sherard, of Chicago,
The blue ribbon community of - visilng friends in Ci n ... , Mr.
the county, however, is FnWoin. This Hicrard isa former Clayton reside!, I.
little town of some live hundred
Mrs. Joe Kno.!e. and daiv-.ile- !',
of
people with an allotment of only a Seneca, were shopping hi Clayton,
few thousand dollars, has subscribed
.lesdav.
to a grand total of $22,100 worth of
Jasper Williams and his mother
bonds. Only .U,8(0 of this amount, Mrs. Hell Williams, are spending a
however, is credited to Union coun- few days in Clayton.
ty, some twenty-thre- e
.1. II. lieafrupp
left Wednesday
hundred dollars worth being subscribed in Trin- for Albiuiiieripie, N. M.
idad before the local committee on
Miss Klhel Stewart is visiting her
the sale of the bonds got busy in .'. lends in Trinidad this week.
Folsom and shown them the error
J. Walker Hunter, corresponding
of their ways.
secetary for the American Rroth-erhoIt is believed by many that the
of Yeomen, left Wednesday
county would nearly double its al- f r Tucumcari.
lotment if all the bonds purchased
Miss F.I la lamer, who has been
by Union County residents dad been employed at the l.'nion Title and
purchased through Union county Loan Co., left Tuesday for Dalhart.
banks. Many have been through the '
banks in Oklahoma, Trinidad. Raton! First National. 0,000 ; State Hank
and Springer, and there is no way of of Commerce, !C(7,0)0; Union County
ascertaining the exact amount
Trust and Savings, $0,000: Hank of
vested in this manner through these Des Moines, $2,000. The telegram
outside sources.
adds that the county is 77,000 short.
A telegram received from Hie Fed
Advice from the banks of the
eral Reserve Hank by Tom Owens' county, however, on the amount of j
chairman of the committee, Satur- lionas ordered, brings the amount
day morning, gives the amount of to the figuro stated in the opening
the bonds subscribed by the various paragraphs, and makes our Honor-Flabanks as follows,
an almost assured fact.
ed
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ANNOUNCING AN INCREASE IN NEWS'
PRICES EFFECTIVE THE 1ST OF JUNE
CLAYTON GIRL TAuES FJHST
I'HIZE I STATK CONTEST
Miss Leah Caldwell, of this city,
is announced as the winer of the
stato oratorical contest, held in Raton
rencently, and Arthur Deanj, also of
Clayton, is anounced as tho winner
of tho second prize in tho boys' contest at tho "amo place.
Four Clayton high school pupils,
Misses Caldwell, and Elsio Ogilvie,
and Malcolm Baker and Arthur

Deatn participated in tho contest.
They wero accompanied to Raton
by Professor Chamberlain and Miss

Owing to the advance costs of
everything connected with the
making of u newspaper paper,
Ink, rent, printer's wages it lias
become necessary to advance the
prices oí the products of the
News, the subscription price, advertising rates and job work prices, to keep paco with the advance
in other commodities.
Tho management of the A'ews
lias realized that this advance was
'necessary for some time.
Yet
(hero wus no need for hasty action! Careful record has been kept

for tke
proeeeatloa of
t
tke war
aallltarlam I
tke elimination of all tad a and
anneeraearj war moreaieatai
for democracy, and asalnat all
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of the cost of each issue of the
News and the cost of each ot
turned out by the Neus printers

Union County Goes Over the Top in Liberty
Bond Subscriptions Committee Believes

Kggleston.

CM NEWS

Clayton, New Mexico, April'
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:'BR1NGAND BUY' SLOGAN

during the past two months and
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we have at last reached a point
where we run say to the adveris
to
tiser "This price s the right one.
It gives us a fair margin r profit to
for our part and allows us to continue to serve you in the most efof the njost interesting events
HAPPENINGS AND of One
ficient manner."
coming Monday will be the
the
That price for advertising is on
auction
sale to be held at the MisWHEREABOUTS
yearly contracts, sixteen cents per
sion
during the afternoon
Theater
column inch per Issue plus u composition charge of eight cents per
by tre local Red Cross.
column inch or a type rental of
While a complete list of the doL. T. Ilennenian, of Albert was a
two cents per column inch. For Clayton visitor the latter part of nations to this sale is nt yet in the '
advertising, run at the Week.
hands of those in charge, many deinfrequent intervals, eighteen cents
laying heir contribution until the
Miss Vera Kelly, of Dalhart, visitper column inch,, plus the same
last, minute, the list as prepared for
Clayton friends the latter part of
charge for composition or type ed
publication shows a variety of vro- the wei'k.
'duce, livestock and merchandise,
rental.
News has reached the city that
On job work the prices have
heretofore unequalled in quantity at
MeCook, a fanner of wes of
Lee
been increase:d on mi average of
any big Monday sale.
ten per cent over the prices of own, died Friday. April 'M at his
The list includes bay, shoes, pig?,
two years ago. About on a par home. Death as due to asthma and chickens, calves, sheep, beans, carvwith the increase in price on pneumonia.
ing knives, ice picks, home made
Karl Leonard of Cherokee, Okla., cakes, jellies, pickles, fanck work,
toothpicks the only commodity
of general use that hasn't nearly has accepted a position with the eggs, an automobile, squirrels
in
Mercantile Co.
double in price in the same time.
rage, rabbits, pet stock, a bull dog,
Hoy .Nethcry, of Pueblo, has
The subscription, price Is douboil stove, candy, cigars, potatoes,
led. .The day of the
bedding, a Victrola and records,
a position with the
paper is past. One dollar and a
books, and nearly everything else
Mercantile Co.
half is a half hearted attempt at
Morris Johnson returned Thurs- that one could imagine.
fair price made by some publishThe capon, which recently sold
day from a trip to Hot, Springs.
ers who really doubt that it is Arkansas.
and resold until it hail netted the
worth more than a dollar. The Hud Horn, of east
chapter more than olio hundred dolof the city, who
News Is going the whole distance.
::it".
has been ill
pneumonia is. re- lars will again be placed
After the first day oí .lime the ported out with
The sale will start at cue o'clock
of danger.
subscription price of the News is
and there will probably be three
W. A. Henderson ami family re- auctioneers mid sufficient
to be TWO DOLLARS A YEAH,
clerks to
.. :n iUt.
.mili di.,
ti turned this week from an extend- take care of tbeb idding which is exii. II
un- ,ilMIVtHlll
will
your money 'l".V:f lyi'iivied ed visit with relatives and friends pected to reach prices unheard of
in ."Jlrr?VW.Í.V
on request.
I!y (he time this article appears Dallas, Texas.
The farmers and stock raisirs of
Mrs. Alice Frulh. and Raymond the county are urged to attend this
in print regular advertisers in the
News will have received one of our Frulh, of drummer lame, uf Chica- sale and to bring with then) somerale cards which enables one to go, spent the week here visiting Dr. thing to be sold. All the proceeds
tell at a glance just what either a Frulh, stopping cumulo from Chica- from tho sale go to the Med Cross.
contract ad or a casual ad will go to l.os Angeles.
The auctioneers and clerks are
cost. For the benefit of those who
Mrs. Frank
arias has accepted donating their services it is underare not regular advertisers, howsilinii with G;i rge Wade en stood, and (here will be very Utile
ever we will explain the new rate, company.
expense attached lo he sale.
taking the
"Ilring and Ruy" is the slogan. If
price as a
Harry and Charlie Muliphy. pios-- P
you have anything salable ake it lo
basis of calculation.
rous farmers and cattlemen
Space in the News, just plain Ml. Dora community were in Clay-- the Mission a week from Monday and
while
without a word of
the fore j 'irt of the week on place it with the articles to bo
type it is worth IS cents per business.
sold. Then remain and bid on somecolumn inch. Ten column inches
Miss Heroico N
spent Sunday thing someone else has contributed.
of this while space would cost you in Texline jsjtjng her parents and
All the stuff sold at this sale will
one dollar and eighty cents, itut friends.
he of some use to some one and if
(he white space would be valueless
Dr. and Mrs. Jennings and son, you are the purchaser of something
without type and to set type costs Jack have returned from an extend- you do not need you can put it up
money. The lowest figures given ed isit to Colorado points.
for sale again.
by the Hen Franklin Club of AmerThree autos were necessary to carica, which has studied costs of ry the Cla.v '(nuiles who attended (he school district fifty composition for vrars, Is eight lied Cross dance at. Texline Monday
hold
cents per column inch. While the evening. An excellent time s reThe residents of School District
News printers ace paid a slightly ported.
eight miles south and
higher wage than the average of
"Doc"
llayd'en.
formerly with two miles west of Sedan are planthe country printers, we are adFroth's, of Clayton, spent Sunday ning a patriotic rally to bo
held on
opting the lower price for composat, his home here, coining up from
Friday May 3, at three thirty o'clock
ition for the time being.
'Jcxline, where he is with the Dyche in
the afternoon.
The white space your ad will ocrug Company.
patriotic rally will also mark
The
cupy is worth one dollar and eighi
J. C.
los was in from Kunlon
closing of the school. A program
the
ty cents. Thi' composition or the
lie first of the week on business.
by the school children has been
setting of type lo fill that space
Miss Ina (Wles is spending a few
arranged and speakers of Clayton
ten Inches at eight cents per inch days here, having been
compelled
is eighty cents. The ad complete to close her school on account of will be there to tell the pcoplo of
tho community about the Third Libpublished one issue, then, would illness.
erty Loan.
cost you two dollars and sixty
C. I'. Shillings is in the city intercents or twenty six cents per viewing the broom corn growers in
bread is the staff of life but very
column inch.
regard to shipping their crops."'
few Americans need a staff.
Hut if you purchased that same
while space for another issue, one
dollar and eighty cents worth of PRIZE PACKAGE PATRIOT DISCOVERED;
space, and used the same type in
It without change whatsoever,
WOULD ENLIST EXCEPT FOR THE WAR
there would lie no charge for composition. There would be, however a charge of two cents per run every issue for the full yeur.
St. Paul, Minn., April 27 The
A copy of it will he sent lo prosinch for type rental. The adverprize package patriot has been distisement for the second issue,
pective advertisers or others upcovered here. Sergeant arl Haugo of
therefore, ould cost you eighteen
on request.
tho local United States Marino Replus two, or twenty cents per colThe News has only three things
umn inch.
cruiting service encountered lilm.
to sell advertising space, informThe longer the ad is run with"Don't you want to enlist?" the
out change the smaller the rate,
ation and amusement in the way sergeant asked him.
hut it is inadvisable to run the of news to its subscribers
"No, I guess not."
nd
same copy more than twice or at printed matter. The prices fixed
"Why?"
most three times. The rate curd
are fair prices lo all concerned.
"Well,, it certainly isn't because
just issued gives in definite figAnd they are the same to everyI'm not patriotic. Why, if it wasn't
ures the cost of every conceivaone. Wo do not charge as much or for (ho war, I'd been in tho service
ble advertising campaign, from the as little as we think you will pay. long ago."
yearly contract ad set fifty-tw- o
We know what our products cost
Tho sergeant was carried back to
times, or changed every Issue, to and sell them at a fair profit to the recruiting station in a coma. He
the ad that is set only once and Ls all alike.
will recover.
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Every One

Requested
Bring Something
Sell and Puichase Something at R.C. Sale
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In the Poat Office at Clayton,
Nrvr Mexico, aa Second Claaa mall mu.

G. C. Smith,

One wont; one time: one
RATES:
cent. Name and address counted. All
ads payable in advance.
STRAYED Oil STOLEN From A. L.
Barnard ranch, two black mules
about eleven years old, weight about
1006 pounds, one white pony mare
nine years old, no bay filly, two
years old, one darn bay horse colt
two years old. Finder please notify
15tf.
A. D. Buis, Patterson, N. M.

OWNER

aad

ter, October

15--

20

LOST STRAYED OR STOLEN One
old filly; one bay
gray, two-ye- ar

horse colt coming two years old;
one bay filly coming two years old
rather large for age with a little
white on hind foot; one iron grey
mare colt with white face, not quite
a year old. All gentle. No brands.
Will pay 130 reward for recovery of
all, or $5 for any one. Mose Bother-to- n,
Thomas, N. M.
16--

19

JINGOISM ON THE INCREASE;
MOII LAW NOT PATRIOTISM
More to be dreaded in America today than "the food shortage, the
slaughter of men at the front, and
even the failure of many businesses
due to the slowing up of the demand
is the spread of
for
jingoism and mob law that seems
to be sweeping the country.
If there is any time when a nation should keep cool and when
mob violence should be discouraged
it is in times of such national stress
as this.
Hardly a day passes but our exchanges tell in glowing terms of
some one being made to kiss the
flag, being tarred and feathered,
rode on a rail, or made to leave a
community by a mob, headed, usually by hoodlums who could better
show their patriotism by enlisting in
the army or helping in the production of food.

Tar and feathers won't cure the
TYPEWHITER
German spy. Being made to kiss
clithis
for
manufactured
the flag will inspire no respect for
mate. Guaranteed. $1.00 each, for the flag. Riding on a rail may inany machine. News Office.
duce the reluctant to buy Liberty
Bonds but it inspires a hatred that
CATTLE FOR SALE Two hundred is more maglinant because represscattle for sale ed.
head of white-face- d
There i only sure cure for such
and ranch for leasé. Apply to Fred
as is actually likely
M. Codlin, Gladstone, N. M.
to hamper the progress of the war.
FEATHERWEIGHT BOND A thin That is death. But lynching will
cockle finished typewriter paper. not avail. It must be a death reguLegal size. Five hundred sheets in larly imposed as a sentence by a
court martial, and in due form.
convenient cabinet, $2.00. News.
The News has no use for the man
or
woman who d oes not do his or
6tove
monkey
SALE
FOR
Four hole
her
full duty in this war. Rich and
Good as new. Cost eight dollars;
poor
alike are pen to the most seoffice.
News
sell for five. Call at
vere condemnation for failure to
come, to the assistance of the govBABY CHICKS FAR SALE At 12
ernment.
cents each. Write or Phone Mrs.
But rumors, gossips, hoodlums and
Frank Ham, Clayton N. M. Phone mobs are far more dangerous to the
2$2C
success of the war than the openly
avowed
Mobs cloaking
BROWN LEGHORN EGGS
If you their hoodlumism with the name of
B. patriotism are as much traitors to
desire a setting of thoro-bre- d
Leghorn eggs call or write C. H. their country as their victims.
Kennann, Seneca, N. M. $1.00 per setThe placo for the jingo is up
ting of fifteen.
against the stone wall at sunrise
along with the spy and the traitor.
ITiORO-BRER. I. RED EGGS
The place for the
$1.50 per setting of 15. Current and gossip is in a detention camp.
sprouts, good ones, at $2.50 per 100.
Thee are, times whes insisuations
If interested write J. R. Rixey, Clay- and spite play no part.
you know the facts and are
ton, New Mexico.
prepared to substantiate them with
LOST The opportunity to hire re- proof that will lead to the proper
liable help for any business by not punishment, speak out. But if you
advertising for help in this column. are not sure, in the name of Liberty
and democracy, keep still.
Let's have no lynchings, or tar and
SECOND SHEETS The News has
parlies in Union County.
feather
received a shipment of white
If there are spies here; if there
onion skin paper, ordered
especially for attorneys and others
desiring a thin durable sheet for
carbon copies of legal forms, correspondence or manifold work.. Five
hundred sheets in cabinet, $1.50.
IUBBOp-t,'KJean-W-

rite"
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Don t let your fire

A BUSINESS

OPPORTUNITY

Sell

your butter and eggs directly to
the consumer with an ad in this
column.
Under our results or your money back plan it
g
is impossible for you to lose by
an ad in this column. Exchange
that which you no longer have use
fcr for something you want. A swap
guaranteed. Ask the Newsman.

YOU

CAN'T LOSE

put-lin-

ladies' yellow purse containing KKM.00. Finder return to
Pennington and Talbot's office. fX
reward.

LOST

I

A

FI RM TI RE FOR SALE
Will si'll all or Hie following de-

scribed articles at my rciilence til.'
S. First St.. at a bargain, i'.all and
ee them.
Steel raup', kitchen cabinet, limilmiiiK
ing table,
chairs, lar;.'''
;h stand, bed
cocker, ilre-esprings and math ess. landing ironing hoard.
It. ;mim;h l, owner
It
1

r,

FOH SALE

sale after
B.

Phillip,

Good work team for
the first of May. Jesso
1 mile east
of town. 18lf

2,

lSOO,

Marca

EDITOR

ls,

FOR SALE Sweet potato, cabbage,
and tomatoe plants. Write for cir- rular. T. Jones and Co. Clarendon,
Texas.

The A

entered

n

mm

BULLETIN Board

Paper of
County of t'aloa
Official

Office

insurance policy
give you a feeling
of false security
is a
FIRE insurance
and necessary protection,
cially when guaranteed
by such a good company as the Hartford.
But adversity has other
espe-

Accidents will
happen that will cause
you loss, which can be
made up to you completely if you have
complete protection.
Let us explain this completo protection es
ty the
forms.

of-f:r- cd

"THE SEWIMAS

B. 1870.

5o mfcrvy people know

lots more tht-- 1
It really would discourse
me 1 Cocas
Excepting For the ftxt
n

tkt

,

II

:

7

40
M

lots less.

Reports from the seed houses are
to the effect that seed supplies will
be slow this year. There seems to
be no particular lack of seed owing
to the fact that the usual frservc
up last year the
are
who would impede was wholly used
stock ready for this year is not
the progress of the government in overly large.
any way, let us first obtain the
The News called attention to the
proof, and then turn the suspect ov- seed shortage several weeks ago, and
er to the military authorities to be brings up the matter again to urge
shot.
to sethose of our
cure what seed is needed now rathAN IMPERSONAL OPINION
er than wait until the last moment
OF ADVERTISING
and be disappointed.
The rush season for gardening will
Bradstyrel's Commercial Agency be oiv in a few days. So see the lois as impersonal and unbiased an cal seed houses and get your supply
authority as one can find on any new.
Another point to remember is that
business proposition.
When, therefore, Bradstreet, in people show too little discriminaLike Ellis
estimating the causes for lack of tion in buying seed.
business success, says that eighty Parker Butler's pigs, to most people
"seed
four per cent of all failures arc especially the
Bradstreet lets us is seed". Any experienced gardener
all in on a little infomation that will tell you that this is not the
should be of use to the mrchants case. There is seed, ond seed.
Either the Four States or Herz-j-teof Clayton, or any other town.
Seed Company, both interest
Failure !to advertise is the princied in the success of your gardening
pal cause of business wrecks.
It is regrettable that such an im- will be glad to assist you in the
personal agency as Bradstreet's did selection of seed suited to your par-

St

ns

OF THE

HARTFORD
Union County Agency

STRAYED One black sow weighing 300 lbs. Please notify J. A.
McFADDEN A RIXEY
McCune at 4 States Seed Co.
18tf ClayWw,
New Uexleo

LAW

aatloaal Baak
Batidlas

CLAYTON

NEW MEXICO

II

HILL BROTHERS
CO,

ICE

TRANSFER

AND

TELEPHONE

COMPUT

SIC

W.M. LESLIE ,M.D.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Over Dean's Bakery
PHONE Í32
CHARLTON BLDG.
CLAYTON. NEW MEXICO.

n. C E. KELLER

war-garden-

rs,

rs,

in

not go further and tell us just what
is meant by
but the
per
fact remains that eighty-focent of the business failures of the
country failed to take advantage of
the service rendered every merchant
by his home newspaper.
'This information is not anyone's
guess. It is a statistical fact determined by one of the greatest commercial agencies in the world.
Bradstreet's
evidently regarded
the advertising question as a vital
element in the problem of business
failures or they would not have taken the trouble to collect statistics
in this point.
Their finding cannot but be accep-t- d
by business men as pointing the
way to success.
Those who cannoa get up the courage necessary to advertise their
wares to the reading public will do
well to reflet upon this finding of
Bradstreet's
The increasing use of the News
by foreign advertisers i an indica-tío- s
to the confiriese v the manufac
turer has in a well cosducted cous-tr- y
newspaper. Manufacturers who
spend millions of dollars annually
in giving out advertising are not
giving out advertising contracts from
charitable point if view. They are
ng,

ur

They have acclimated
of
ptrcce has
taught them the variety best suited
to this soil and climate
Then, too, eithec Bill
or
Herb Herzstein can give he ama-- i
lei r many pointers about cultivation
and care of gardens that cannot be
learned from books, bul is the re
suit of close personal observation
of Union county conditions in re
gard to the, growing of field crops
and vegetables.
WHAT YOUR LIBERTY BOND
WILL ACCOMPLISH

Jet
FAQ "

thenVe

PASSIN'

A.

Ota:

I

COL. GEO. GOODYEAR
COL. I. A. SOWERS

ANCTIONEERS

Thirty years experience In
livestock, townsite and genera!
sales crying. All work will be
appreciated. Write Col. Sowers at Seneca, or phone Wan-ett- e;
write Col. Goodyear at
Clayton or phone Caudle's
Furniture Store.
Satisfaction Guaanteed

CM. E. U. JACOBS
Auctioneer
MOST EXPERIENCED IN
ION

!M8,XX invested in Liberty Bonds
will equip an infantry battalion with

rmes.

$50,000 will construct a base hos
pital with 500 beds, or equip an in
fantry brigade with pistols.
$100,000 will buy five combat airplanes, or pistols or rifles and half
a million rounds of ammunition for
an infantry regiment.

Frank
ATTORNEY

0.
AND

Blue
COUNSEL-LOR-AT-LA- W

CLAYTON,

Telephone

ON-

COUNTY

Satisfaction Guarantee)
CLAYTON, SEW MEXICO

Dr. J. C. Kisner
GENERAL

MICKIE SAYS

STAN.

Dea's Bakery

Ovar

jer- -

--

Í OlDNfcEV&R. NOTICE
1
THE KU-E- ft
NHO G063
AftOUN' SNNIrV HE "OOnT
BELIEVE IN M5JEttTlSm,n
IS AlWANS tAAKltV SOME OTHER
STONE A.OE CRACK, OCH AS
" AUTOS AIN'T CONG TO

Dea tUt

ticular nr.'d

PRACTICE

Office next to Telephone Exchange In Charlton Building-- ,
Clayton, N. M.
Aleo Specialist on Rectum, Ear,
Noae, Throat. Stomach, Disease
of Women and Children.
Office Hours 10 to 12 a. m. 1 to
I p. m. Sunday: 8:30 to 1:30 a. m.
Other hours by appointment.
Office 'Phone H0.

Union Title and
Loan Co.
Abstracts, Plats,
Conyeyanring, Notaiy
CLAYTON, jf. M.

NEW

MEXICO
Exchanfje BIdg.

W. B. LUM

f

HOW ARE YOUR EYES

KJ

Plumbing

and
Heating
Clayt on

N. M.

Col. C. W

INSURANCE

SERVICE

AT

ATTORNEY
Office la First

Clayton, New Mexico

HAVE YOU SECURED SEED
FOR THIS YEAR?

see so romv
folks wKo knov

.'.

A. H. DARDEN

advertising in mediums that bring
home the bacon.
The News, with the highest
rate of any country weekly
in New Mexcio s getting its share
of this foreign business.
There's a reason.
News advereising is sold on its
merits. It is an investment, not an
expense, nor a donation.

THE CHEERFUL CHERUB

n n

Ei m h

Edgar Sherman,

nadcr the act of

Business Directory

Auctioneer

DR. D. W. HAYD0N
ABOUT VOIR EVK TROUBLES
AfcD GLASSES.
DIFFICULT
CASES AND KRYPTOK (INVISIBLE BIFOCAL) LENSES
A SPECIALTY

WITH DYCHE DRUG CO.
Texllne,
Texts.

BAKER

You

have tried the
rest now try the best.
AeUraaa a

Taae

ncA. mnr

M

THE CLAYTON NEWS
provina; the Last Will and Testament
of Francisco Marques, Deceased.
In witness whereof, I have p!aoed
my hand and affixed the seal of aald
Probate Court this 10' h. day of April,

Tear Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described before United
States Commissioner Chas. P. Talbot, at
1118.
Juan J. Duran, hla office In Clayton, N. M.. on the 11th
Clerk. day of May, 1818.
A. James McDonald,
Claimant names as witnesses
Atty. for Executor,
Ben W. Ford and Juan Casados, of
Clayton, N. M.
Clapham, N. M., and Juan A. Arguello
April
4. 1918.
and Jacobo Pacheco, of Moses N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE
IN THE PROBATK COURT
11, '18.
April
Register
State of New Mexico

jMlt. Business

CO.
MERCANTILE
WHOLESALE! DISTRIBUTORS
Claytaa
New Mexico
ii ti II

OTTO-JOHNS-

Man

'USAUs

New llexleo Principal Meridian, hail
filed notice of Intention to make Three

It-M-

WE ME NOT

IK

BUSINESS FOR

YHY
apptaj

not make your

HEALTH

OUR

County of Union
matter of the Estate of Wil
through the columns In 8.theLackey,
Deceased.
liam
newspaper? With
NOTICE OF FINAL REPORT
WHOM IT MAT CONCERN:
every issue it carries its TO
Please take notice that the adminismessage into the homes of trator of the above named estate has
all the best people of this filed his final report In this court and
that Wednesday, the 8th. day of May,
community. Don't blame 1918, at 2 o'clock P. M., haa been fixed
the people for flocking to aa the time and place for hearing thereAny persons having; objections to
the store of your competí' of.
the approval of aald final report, the
tor. Tell them what you closing of the administration, and the
discharge of the administrator and
have to sell and if your his
bondsmen, are obliged to file such
prices are right you can objections with the undersigned clerk
on or about the above mentioned date.
get the business.
Dated at Clayton N. M., April 10,
1918.
Juan J. Duran.
Clerk of th Probate Court.
A. James McDonald.
'lay ton, N. M.
Administrator.

Se

BUT TO SAVE YOUR SOLES
We arc eealaaed wltk tha very beet
m Maeklarry far repair wark aa
fceata aad afeara, aad wa da each wark
while yea wait.
aaedWt

la these fives al eaaeaelre faatwear
It paye ta have year aU kaata aad
aheea repaired. It tka repatrias; la dea
wall aad deae la tlat. Bat It yaa wear
them am4ll they ara past redemptlaa
It la better ta key a aew pair.

i

Try aar Method at repatriar aad ha
cearlaced af tka fart tkat "repaired
In tima aavea tka east af a aew pair
of ahoea." Wa aaa tka heet Material
we caa set oa tka market.
W. L. TOLLEVi

J

for pttrorv

3

GIZ

Maaager

mh

aai

MiaaSIIjIIa3

NOTlt'K

The Clayton Electric Boot & Sho Hospital

28,

11.

Notice Is hereby given that Dan
Shields, formerly Dora Burros, o
Thomas. N. M., who on March It, 115,
made Homestead Entry. Serial No
0160, for 8(í,NWy4. SHNEK,
NHSEVi Sec. 27, Twp. 23 N., R
14 E., New Mexico Principal Meridian,
has filed notice of Intention to make
Three Year Proof, to establish claim ta
the land above described, before Reg
lster and Receiver, U. & Land Offloe
at Clayton, N. M. on the 14th. day of
Ntt-SWV-

118.

May,

Claimant names as witnesses
Alonso K. Davis, Marceloua Dlllebay,
William A. Bullard and Guy A. I'etty,
all of Thomas, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE

April

Register

11, '18.

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Land Office at Clayton, New Mexico, March

FOR PUBLICATION

-

Department of the Interior, I'. S.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico, March

ATTENTION HOMESTEADERS
All legal advertíalas; la tkla

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior. V. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico, March

21, 1918.

Notice Is hereby given that Emery
is hereby given that Harry L. Buls, of Pennington, New Mexico,
SV. Mlnter, of Gladstone, N. M., who, on who on November 21, 1913, made Home
March 6 and April 27, 1915, made stead Entry, Serial No. 017028, for SVi
Homestead Entries, Serial Nos. 019519 NEVi, S NWVi. N' SEU. NV4 SW
and 01992t, for S',SVl(, SHSEl,4, Sec. Section 12, Township 21 North, Range
9 and 8E14SEI,4 Sec. S. Townshlp 24 N., 31 East, New Mexico 1'rlnclpal Meridi
NOTICE FOR PI ULICATION
Range 27 E., New Mexico Principal an, haB filed notice ot Intention to make
Department of the Interior, IT. S. Land Meridian, has filed notice of Intention Three Year Proof, to establish claim
Office at Clayton. New Mexico, March to make Three Year I'roof, to establish to the land above described before
21. 1918.

paper la read aad corrected
ta eapy. Read year aotlee
of lateatloa ta make llaal proof,
aad If aa error la foaad. however
alight, aoflfy aa at oace.

Notice

4,

htatakiiaiaaafeibife

JUNK

WANTED

Í

I

I

Bring Us Your Old Scrap Iron, Bones,
Rags, Bottles, Sacks, Metals of all kinds.
HIGHEST

UNION

PRICES PAID

MARKET

COUNTY

JUNK

HOUSE

NEAR AZAH'S GROCERY STORE

THE

BUILDING

SEASON

The Hiwliliiifi Season is here, but
Krfore you build or make that addition to your Building See Us for
the Rest in Lumber and all Building
.Material. Our Stock is Complete.
LET US FIGURE OX YOUR ESTIMATE AM) SAVE YOU MONEY.

THE BIG

JO

CLAYTON
I.

S. Have You

LB'R. CO.

NEW MEX.

Bought a Liberty Bond.

28, 1918.

y,

make Three Year i'roof to establish
claim to the land above described, be
fore Register and Receiver, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, N. M. on the 15th.
day of May, 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses
Riley W. Ragan, Ben H. Holiday, A.
W. Johnson, a" of Urandvlew, N. M.,
and Thomas E. Whaley of Seneca, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE

April

11, '18.

Register

TO THE

SERVICE

GARAGE!

Magneto and Electric Starter Work a Specialty.
We have had more than 10 years experience in repairing Automobiles and Fords. Patch work is unsatisfactory and does not pay.
You can always afford to have weak parts repaired. Wo give you

SERVICE

In every sense of the word. We specialize in Automobile Repairing, and concentrate our energy on that alone.

WE DO ONE THING AND DO IT WELL
VE PAY SPECIAL ATTENTION TO OUR UNION CO. CUSTOMERS

We are familiar with every make of Automobile made, and there
is no experimenting done with your car when you bring it to us.
We know just where to look for your trouble and we remedy
it at once without delay.

If you are not our customer you will be, because we give you
prompt and efficient service.

OUR PRICES

ARE REASONABLE.

OWENS & PATILLO, Props.

April

11.

April

PAZ VALVERDE
11, '18.

Register

28, 1918.

REPUBLICATION.
Notice Is hereby given that Alice
Notioe is hereby given
Ida M.
Clay, formerly Alice McKamson,
of Denny heir for the heirs that
of William
Valley, N. M. vno, on Juna 6, 1913 W. Denny, deceased of Mt. Dora, New
made HomestenJ Entry, Serial No. Mexico, who on June 15, 1914, made

016058,

for

E,SBt Sec

26,

and

NWVi-S-

highest bidder, but nt not less than
$275 per acre, at 10 o'clock A. M.,
on the 17th. day of May, 1918, next, at
this office, the following tract of land:
HEV4SB14 Section 21, Township 25 N.,
Range 34 E., New Mexico Principal
Meridian.
The sale will not be kept open, but
will be declared closed when those
present at the hour named have ceased bidding. The person making the
highest bid will be required to
pay to the Receiver tha
amount thereof. "
Any persona claiming adversely the
above described land are advised to
file their claims or objections, on or
before the time designated for sale.
April

PAZ VALVERDE
11, "18.

Register

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE FOK PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico, March
Office at Clayton, New Mexico, March
22, 1(18.
21, 118.
Notice la hereby given that the state
Notice is hereby given that Wm.
of New Mexico haa applied ot select W. Mlnter, Jr., of Oladstone, N. M., who,
under the provisions of tin Acts of on December 14, 114, made HomeJune 21, 1898 and June 20, 1110 and stead Entry, Serial No. 01062 for tha
Acta supplementary and amendatory NUj Sec. IS, Twp 24 N., It. 17 E., New
Mexico Principal Meridian, baa filed
thereto, the following public lands,
notlee of intention to make Three Tear
Serial No. 025805.
Proof to establish olaim to tha land
above described, before Jerry W. ForLiat No. 8221.
NESWUi SWKSW4 Beotion 16, Twp. bes, U. 8. Commissioner, at hla office
32 N. Range 35 E. N. M. P. Meridian. at Pasr.monte, N. M., on tha 18th. day
Protesta or conteats against any or of May, 118.
Claimant names aa witnesses
ull such selections may be filed In this
B. F. Clanton, L. K. Whitaker, Geo.
office during the period of publication
or at any time thereafter before ap- Jamison and H. W. Mlnter, all of Gladproval and certification.
stone, New Mexico
to-w- it:

,

April

PAZ VALVERDE
4, '18.

Register

IN TUB PROBATK COURT
State of New Mexlooj

Register.

NOTICE FOn PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of tho Interior, U. S. Land
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Ofilce at Clayton, New Mexico, March
office at Clayton. New Mexico, March 21, 1918.

ruat

Halne, IniHluuid and heir for the
heirs of Mary 12. Hain, deceased, of
Clayton New Mexico, who, on April 22
1915, made Homestead Entry, Serial
No. 019889, for SWlSWK Section 22,
and SiSEtt. SEi;SWi4 Section 21 and
NW'i Section 27, Township 27 N.. Rge.
34 E., New Mexico Principal Meridian, has filed notice of Intention to
make Three Year Proof, to establish
olaim to the land above described, before Chas. P. Talbott, U. S. Commissioner, at his office In Clayton, N. M.,
on the 14th day of May, 1918.
Claimant names aa witnesses
William Rlgglns, Arthur Speer, Albert Rarldan and Amos Wells, all of
Clayton, N. M.

PAZ VALVERDE
4, '18.

April

Register

18.

SW14NWI; Sec. 25, Township 32
PUBLICATION
Department of the Tnterlor, U. S. Land N., Range 34 E., New Mexico Principal
Office at Clayton, New Mexico, March Meridian, has filed notice of Intention
to inakr Three Year I'roof, to establish
28, 1918.
to the land above described, beNotice is hereby Kiven that Harvey '.'t.iim
S. Land
A. Whltefield. of Clayton, N. M., who, fore Register and Receiver, U.
N. M., on the 14th.
on Feb. 3, 1915 made Homestead En- Office at Clayton.
try; Serial No. om?l, - for. .KftSE. day of May, 1918.
Claimant names aa witnesses
Sec. 18 and WJ.jSW, Sec 17, TownMarten V. Wilson, Robert E. Potter,
ship 25 N., Runge 34 E., New Mexico
all ot Kenton,
Principal Meridian, has filed notice of and Grant Haggarman,
and Mrs. Kay Benton of
Intention to make Three Year I'roof Oklahoma,
to establish claim to the land above Valley, N. M.
I'AZ VALVERDE
described, before Register and Receiv11, '18.
Register
er, United States Land Office, at Clay- April
ton, N. M., on the 14th day of May,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
1918.
ISOLATED TRACT
Claimant names as witnesses
Authorized by "C" ot
George Beckner, Alfred AyteB, Thos. Sale
of tho Interior, U. S. Land
Chaftln and A. C. Osborne, all of Clay- Department
Office at Clayton, II. M., February
ton, New Mexico.
9. 1918.
PAZ VALVERDE
Notioe is hen'oy ;iven that, as di
11. 'IS.
Register
April
rected by tho Commissioner of the
General Land office, under provisions
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
I it'purtment
of the Interior, U. S. Land of Sec. 21ÓÜ, It. S., pursuant to the
Office at Clayton, New Mexico, March application of Thomas It. ChafTin, of
Clayton, New Mexico, Serial No. 023427,
28, 1918.
Notice Is hereby given that l'hillp we will offer at publio sale, to the
NOTIC E

M.

BRING YOUR REPAIR WORK

claim to the land above dscrlbed, before Register and Receiver, United State
Land office at Clayton, New Mexico,
on the 9th day of May, 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Henry B. Kear, Thomas W. Baker,
William A. Lockhart, Clinton Funk,
all of Pennington, New Mexico.

Notioe Is hereby Riven that John D. Jerry W. Forbes, U. 8. Commissioner, at
Burch, of Grandvlew. N. M., who, on his office at Pasamonte, N. M., on the
February 25, 1916, mude Homestead En-tr- 18th. day of May, 1918.
Serial No. 019448, for NEi4. NViSE- Claimant names as witnesses
!,;8Wy48E14 Section 4 and NWKNE- W. W. Mlnter, Jr., B. F. Clanton,
Section 9, Township 28 N., Range S. K. Whitaker and George Jamison,
34 E.. New Mexico
Principal Merid r.ll of Gladstone. New Mexico.
ian, ha filed notice of Intention to
PAZ VALVERDE

April

PAZ VALVfcRDE
11, '18.

Register

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of tha Interior, U. 8. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico, March

Homestead Entry, Serial No. 018018,
for SH NWÍ4, SWVi
NW 4
SW
Section 26, NVs SEVt, S'.fc NEtt.
Section 27, Township 27, N., Range
E., New Mexico Principal Meridian, 1
filed notice of Intention to make Thr(
Year I'roof, to establish claim to t
land above described, before lleglstt
and Receiver, United States Land OJ
fice, st Clayton, ríew Mexico,
10th, day of May, 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
A. J. Fisher, C. V. Brlggs, Grant Denny, J. G. lirlggs, all of Mt. Dora, New
4,

ont

.Mexico.

April

4, '18.
PAZ VALVERDE

Register.

IN THE DISTRICT COUnT
State of New Mexico
PS

County of Union
Morris llerzstein. Plaintiff,
vs QUIET TITLE. CaUBe No. 32C6
John Rodriquez, et al., Dcfendents.
NOTICE BY PUBLICATION

The following named defendents and
each of them, Juan Rodriquez, otherwise
known as Juan Rodriguez, Edwin
Baldwin, and all unknown claimants In
the premises adverse to the plaintiff
ami all of llieni, aro hereby notified
that a suit hus been commenced in the
District Court of the Eighth Judióla!
District of the State of New Mexico,
In the County of Union, being Cause
No. 3266, by the Plaintiff, to quiet tit!
to certain traots and parcela of land
situate In the County of Union and
State of New Mexico, described as folt:
lows,
the North Half of tha
Northwest quarter of Section ten (10).
in Township twenty-nin- e
(2) North,
of Range thirty-si- x
(36) East, New
Mexico Principal Meridian, containing
eighty acres. Plain' iff prays that on
final hearing ot said cause the title and
estate In and to said tracts and parcels of land and real estate above described, be established as the estate and
property of the said plaintiff against
the adverse claim or claims of said
defendents and each and ivery and all
of them, and that said defendants and
each and all of them ba barred and
forever estopped from having or
claiming ar-- y
right , title or Interest in or to the said land, real
estate and premises, or &ny part thereof, adverse to plaintiff, and that plaintiff's title to the aald real estate and
premises be forever quieted and set at
rest. That unlesa you tha aald defendants, and each of you enter your
in said cause on or before tha
24th. day of May A. D., 1918, decree pro
oonfeaso ad judgment by default wlU
be rendered and entered against you
and each of you. Plaintiff prays for
general relief.
ta
Dated this 11th. day of April A.
D., 1118.

Plaintiffs attorney is

dock.
Post-offic-

(SEAL)

e

D. A. Pad-

adreas Clayton, N. '
Juan J. Duran
Clerk of Dlat. Coup
4, 111.

28, 118.
County of Union J
Notice Is hereby given that Virginia April
In the matter of tha Last Will and
Gonsales, formerly Virginia Espinóla,
Testament of Francisco Marques,
of Clapham, New Mexico, who, on Apr. Reud the "VILLAGE CRIER" colurT
made HomeTO ALL TO WHOM THE8B PRES- 1, ltlt and Apr. 1,
stead and Additional Homestead EnENTS MAT COME, GREETING:
Take Notice: That Weli.caday, tha tries, Serial Noa. 01726 and 0224, for
tth. day of May, 1818.. haa boen ant EV4SW14. Sea 11 NWV8WK.
II nd a leasee for your imi-i- .
W4jNWV4. 4
aside by the Honorable Probata Court NWfc, Sec. 11: NEÍ4NW
of aald County 'for' the purpose of Seo. 14. Township 28 N.. Ranga II K.,

8W.

(II MUM AN

ISAACS APPOINTED

j

T1IIIIFT KTAliP noOSTKits'

OK

II. V. Isaac, who lias been exceedingly active in urping Hie sale
incs
of thrift stamps ami war
.stamps, has been aixinteil to heal
the merchant of Union enmity in a
lrive 1o pell ."),(HH1 wnrtli (if these
.stamps in the next
month. The
stamps will he placed i;i sale at
practically every since in Union
ainl tlu'ir
cnimly ami tli'
to si'll Ihenj at every
clerks
ir'-rr- d

pppoi tv. illy.
I, as onl
n services
in. wlm
ni Siiperiiiteinlent Miami
will have snine of liw iet oratorical
talent ill tile huh school talk In the
iiupils cif the lower Lraiies each nay
almiit the thrift stamps.
lixery r i';iy, it is planned, snim
ak
Iniii the ranks of the Four
MímiI-- ' Men of Clayton will address
the schools. In each room, too, will
lie placed a subscription card for
a stamp drawine to lie held every
Saturday. This drawing will lie con- dhcte.l on similar lines to that of
last week in which several Liberty
IWmils were rallied.
I Mails
of die drawings will lie
made public as oon as definitely
ai ranged.
-ti

(

!

;

CLAPTON BANKF.lt MADE
TO Tl'HN BACK FLOl'K

Albinjueniue, N. M., April 27
Carelessness about obeying the law
limiting wheat flour supplies is expensive. II. J. Ilaniiuoml, banker of
lyton. N. M., came to Albuiuer(ue
at an expense of about IH) to ex
plain the presence of L'.'iCI p- iinds of
Hour discovered by the food Ad
ministration in his home. Hammond
; ordered to turn the flour back
hi dealer, all except a month's
supply at the rate of a pound ami a
half per person per week. Mr. Hammond declared that he was unaware
of the i.reselire of the Hour in his
home and his wife stated that she
had been unaware of the regula
tion and had no intention of hoard
ing.
Mrs. Hammond admitted she Ii;j
the flour and oilier supplies but
said all was bought befoi'e she knew
of the restrictions ordered by the
administration. She declared that
-

she is in hearty sympathy with the
efforts of the government in every
department and that had she been
advised of the food restrictions she
would not have purchased. She read
ilv aureed to return the flour to
Hie sonco from which it was re
PLAIWIIAV :oMll MTV It ALLIES ceived and this was accepted by tin
Food Administration as sufficient
srpi'OHT
cause fin- the withdrawal of the
At a patriotic meeting at tin charges.
l'lainview school house, Wednesday (iOYFHAAIFNT
SEED ULNAS
night the residents of that communi
AUK STOMil) AT CLAYTON
ty subscribed to one thousand dollars worth of Third Liberty Itonds.
According to a letter received here
bringing their total In two thousprincipal shipand dollars worth of this latest Is- Clyaton is one of the storage
of govping
points
the
for
sue. Nearly every resident of the
I ten- beans,
(reely,
ernment
seed
community was in attendance
at
Clayton,
Colorado;
Trinidad,
and
ve.
the meeting which was addressed
Mexi
by Mr. and Mrs. Gill. C. A. Itutledge. Willard and Las Vegas, New
me. six points
as
co
are
designated
Mrs. (ill
and Hugh Woodward.
spoke of the work of the Red Cross where these seed beans are stored
This seed has been especially se
and the others upon (he Third Libeled from about four hundred cat
erty Jiail. The addresses were well
load recenllv contracted bv the gov
received.
ernment, and are packed in new
one hundred pound sacks.
CAM) OF THANKS
Growers can buy this seed in one- We wish to thank our many kind uuiilri'il pound lots or multiples of
friends for their assistance rend- loo pounds, at, nine dollars f. n. b
ered during Hie recent illness, anil olace of storage. Less than 1(H)
their expession of sympathy at the pounds will not be sold nor will tin
sacks be broken.
death of our beloved father. The
All orders must be accompaniei
Masonic order is especially thanked
bv draft or money order in favor
for the many services rendered.
Mil. AMI MRS. J. II. KNOX of the Fiuted Stales (rain Corpora
lion. As far as possible, it is urged
AND FAMILY.
growers should combine their orders
( AltO OF 1IIWKS
Hinges.. AI
and save
orders that should naturally
We take tins means nf thanking shipped from Clayton or Trinidad
the friends and neighbors for their should be sent to the Mean division
kindness shown us during the illS. Food Administration. Denver
ness and death of our dear husband, Orders naturally shipped from Wil
lather, son and brother. May they lard or Las Vegas should be sent
he equally blessed should such sor- the same address at Santa Fe.
row ever come
them is our playClarence F ins was in from Cim
er.
anon over t he week end, visiting
MltS. F.. I!. I'.AIt TI.I'.TT
Ins sister, Mi' s Marguerita Fans.
A.vti children.

;ovehmi;t

to

.TIT

4
'WW

P. & 0.

W1IKN YOU WANT TUL HKST THAT CAN UK HAD OF ANY
YOU GO TO THOSK WHO KNOW THK MOST AHOUT MAKINTS
EST, SO THAT IF YOU
IT, ANO TAKE I'lUDE IN l'HDUCINO THE
WANT ANYTHING IN THE LINE OF TILLAGE IMPLEMENTS INSIST
AH-TIC-

1 5

THAT IT liEAIt THE I'. & O. TRADEMARK, THEY KNOW HOW TO
HITLI) THEM AND NEVEll PLACE A TOOL ON THE MARKET UNTIL
IT IS THOROUGHLY TESTED AND ARE ABSOLUTELY SURE OF ITS
ABILITY TO MAKE GOOD
O. IMPLEMENTS, INCLUDING
WE HAVE A FULL LINE OF P.
LISTER ILLUSTRATED ABOVE, WHICH
THE POPULAR TWO-ROIS A LABOR SAVING AS WELL AS A TIME SAVING TOOL, SO MUCH
NEEDED AT Till CRITICAL TIME WHEN EVERY FARMER IS URGED
TO INCRASE HIS ACREAGE. COME IN. LOOK IT OVER.
v

W

R. W.
CLAYTON,

HEADQUARTERS

NEW MEXICO

.

on losing your home

(

MIL AMI MIIS. It. C. HOTT.
W II sub; titule corn for
MIL AM i .MHS. Kl IN F.ST HoTT,
and v ir lory for defeat.
MHS. LILA W ILLIAMS,
M Its. W. II. MORRISON.
D. II. Johnson has moved

wheat,
(o his

ranch twelve miles southeast of the
turned from Salina. Kansas, t their city.
ranch on the Cimarron where they
will make their home. The marIra C. "Hill" Kacon, Mergenthaler
riage occurred in Salina. All the expert spent (lie first thfee days
many friends of Mr. Kasley wel- of the week here overhauling the
come the new
of the F.as- News linotype,
ley ranch.
C. Marline, formerly of Las Ve
A. L. Hyrnie was in from the ranch gas and recently of Trinidad, is exoil business during the week.
pected to arrive in Clayton Monday
to accept i position with Hie News.
Mrs. Carnahau of Ami-taipelit
several days here takinir chir rar- Miss Kiker was initiated into the
tic treatment.
mysteries of (lie Fastern Star on
Tuesday night.
Food control in North America
today means chiefly gelling food
Full line of gents' furnishing
across the Atlantic at all costs.
iroods at Clavlon Cash Store.
re-

mi-tre- ss

d,

SQU A RE u
BY GETTING YOUR FARM LOAN

r

A small error on the part of the company who prepares your abstract may result in the loss of your farm or
home.

Would you have any redress at law?
Not unless a
SURETY BOND stands behind your Abstract Company.
Our New Mexico law does not require an Abstractor to
be bonded, but we are glad to announce to the public that we
are now able to secure

Mr.

The Clayton Agency
Bonded Abstractors

and Inspector.

BEST TERM
Clayton, N. M.

loss

abstracts. We are the ONLY abstract firm in Union County
that has a SURETY BOND protecting its patrons.
To feel secure, turn your work to a company that is
willing to protect you.

F. B. COLLINS INVESTMENT CO.
Dist.

'OUR patrons from any possible

that'may arise through any error of .ours in compiling their
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Cornell salary for Mch, 'IS
Carter, salary for Mch., 'IS
J. W. Hanners, sal. Mch. 'IS...
L. E. Byrne, salary Mch...
E. F. Miera, salary Mch......
Beatrice Sanches, salary Mch..
Ethel Stewart, salary Mch
H. G. Magruder, salary....
.
Margaret Teasdale, salary......
.
REGFLAR SESSION OF THE BOARD V. Mr Miera, salary
OF J. E. Alexander, salary.........
OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
D. Valdet, salary
COUNTY, NEW MEXICO, F.
II MOJI
Ray Sutton, salary....
..
MONDAY,
APRIL
HELD
118. Ray Sutton, boarding prisoners.

OF

!,

Hon. T. J. Ed

mondaon, chairman; Jacobo racheco,
and H. O. Magruder, members, and
Juan J., Duran, clerk.
4t, appearing tq.ba board that it Is
very esentlal at this time to employ and
contract with a Lady Demonstrator for
Union County: It Is therfore ordered
by the board that we contract for a
Lady Demonstrator with the New Mexico college of Agriculture and Mechanper
ical Arts at a salary of I
month.
The following; road bills were allowed and ordered paid:
J. T. Howard, work on road with
I 74. SO
team
A. C. Lord, salary superinten140.23
dent tilghwaya
Guillermo Lavato, work on road 4S.00
'
Felipe Lavato, work on road.. 21.00
Ales Slnghlaer, work on road.'. S7.10
Chas. H. Wohrer, viewing- - road
7.10
n& tit hire .I
6.00
chainfnan,.:.
J.
f.00
Grant Denny, viewing, road....
14.60
Hill Bros., unloading material
Demetro Cordova, work on road 42.00
Fanoiscó Fuentos, warning peo- ' pie
12.00
J. T. Howard, salary highway
84.10
director
Francisco Fuentes, wqrk, qa ro$d 33.00
Oscar Hyso, work on state road 3.70
A. L. England, viewing road.,.. 3.00
W. A. Henderson, viewing road.. 3.00
Hllgeni ft Turner, sharpening
8.00
.
.
tools,
P. E. Jacobs, work op road.... 14.35
Ramon Martines, warning people 42.00
C L. Fitzgerald, hauling, grader .. . .7.00
.M
f Jacob. JEt, Cook, chain carrier...
13.00
P. M. . Hain, overeeer....
C00
J. O. Cox viewing road, etc.
'"' O H." S . Thomas, overseer
".. 18.00
5(1.20
North Blanks, work on road.
Manuel Martines, salary high42.06
way director
.
Manuel Martines, sal. highway
66.50
director, Feb
. . 44.10
P. J. Davis, work on road
2.00
W. F. Patterson, viewing road
J. T. Howard, storage and care
50.00
of tools
83.30
G. G. Granville, tools
G. G. Granville, coal for road camp
'

...

...

....

.V.,.......

...

.....

.

4.00

605.77
Granville, tools
Granville, scraper, etc... 776.74
It is now ordered that Court now
adjourn until 10 o'clock a. m. tomorrow.
Petition signed by W. I. Thomas
it al asking for road31, beginning at the
Tp. 25 N R 33
NEi corner of Sec.
being the west Otto school house and
a point in county road No. 4, etc., as
fully set out in said petition, and the
Board after being fully advised therein appoints Ira L. Coffee, John Scott
and A. C. Loveless as viewers to view
and mark out the road and assess all
damages and benefits, If any, and to
make their report of such view ten
day on or before the next term of this
court.
Petition signed by C. C. Ross, et al
asking or road beginning at the NE
corner of NEK of Sec. 25 Twp. 29 R
31, etc., as fully set out In said petition; and the Board after being fully
,advied therein, appoints L. P. James, F.
P. Edmondson and A. C. Loveless as
viewers to view and mark out the road
and assess all damages, and benefits,
if any, and to make their report of
such view ten days on or before the
next term of this court.
Petition signed by E. T. Porter, et al
asking for road beginning at a point
on the boundary of the Counties of
Union, and, Colfax, described as the NE
corner of Sec. 88, Twp. 27 N K 27 East,
etc-- , a
fully set forth In said petition,
ajioVthe board
lutf fully advised
.. therein, appoints Mack Hlghflll, T. J.
A.
C. Loveless, as viewRoberson and
ers to view and mark out the road and
damages,
assess all
and benefits If any,
rod to wittkOj their reoprt of such view
teg day on tor petare !'the nfft 'tern,
v
j
of fhlsYe'ourt.
" Pétltfori feigned by H. B. Deathe'ragé,
et al., asking for road beginning at
the SW comer of Sea 18 Tp. N It It
East, etc., as fully set forth In petlr
tlon, and the Board after being fully
advised therein, appoints E). D. L ogue.
any Woods, and .A, C. Loveless, as
viewers, to view and mark out-throad, and assess all damages fend ben
' ef its, if any, and to make their report
; of such view ten days on or before the
' tfext teprn pf this court.
It 18 now ordered, that court do now
Adjourn 'u'ñtií 9 p'clock a m. tomorrow.
The Board met aV 9 o'clock a. m.
pjsuant to adjournment of yeterday,
there feeing present the same chairman
anil other, members as of yesterday.
The fojlowlng.bi.lla were allowed and
ordered paid:
It. H Errett, sala'ry'for March f 150.00
II. H. Errett, expenses, eto.
177.6
O. O.
G. G.

"'

tr

.

.

.

TWO

27, 1918

SUBSCRIPTION
tt.Oe)

PER

RATS
TEAR

bounty
12.00 E. F. Gallegos, bounty,
y
2.00 the
of the C. & S. Rail.
Jesse Sharp, bounty .
4.00 road Company
8.00 C. C. Relcke, bounty,
one hundred fifabout
C. L. Crist, bounty
2.00 D. B. Chlldes, bounty.
6.00
ty to two hundred yards, west of the
S.0O
Chas. Bchults.. bounty
2.00 Jack Hlndman, bounty, E. J. H. Orr, bounty..:
4.00 Maroellno Garcia, bounty,
2.00 Intersection of the road with the ColM. P. Gripe, bounty
22.00 F. Sutton, bounty,
6.00 orado and Gulf Highway,
That the
J. H. Zurlck, bounty
8.00 road as at present
2.00 Jason Mackey, bounty,
..
established
and
trav
Me ret. Co., bounty, 130.00
H. J. Chapman, bounty...
2.00
lb fenced and the land upon which
.
2.00 H. Herssten Seed Co., bounty,
48.00 eled
Jesse Devore, bounty....
H. C. Miller, bouhtyj-..- ..
2.00 Milo RatclillT, drugs,
17.00 said road Is laid out nas"Deen wholly
W. II. Youngblood, bounty.
8.00 E. Fermín Miera, salary,
37.00 given without charge by W. O. Clap.
W. H. Gay, bounty
6.00 Gregorio Martines, aid,
15.00 per
who is tho owner of the land ad
Geo. W. Steadman, bounty
.
2.00 Nerlo Montoya, aid,
15.00
land upon the south for the
.
.
. 15.00 joining
Rubel Martines, bounty..
2.00 Benerlto Baros, aid,
entire distance traveled by said road.
.
16.00 L. Sandoval, aid,
15.00 That we
1425.83 M. G. Tlxlcr, bounty..."
Interviewed the said owner,
FrVnfc Ítbiy7:lÍÍáÍÍ-.
.
. 15.00 w. o. clapper
6.00 C. Jaramlllo, aid,
60.00 C. A Kalm, bounty
and he voluntarily gave
D. N. Graves, bounty....
15.00 a sixty-foo- t
2.00 Benigno Apodaca, aid, ..
State Bank of Corameroe, salary
y
for said road
6.00 H. W. Moore and Co., pay
60.00 E. D. Wright, bounty
of L. E. Gallegos..
without
compensation;
that he has
on
tractor,
.. . 2.00
1042.00 done
T. J. Edmondson salary
150.00 A, L Myers, bounty
considerable .work on said road
2.00 J. E. Alexander, salary to
26S.( C; H. Mller, bounty
Juan J. Duran, salary, Mch
and upon the approaches to the rail
deputies,
.. .
100.00
6.00
Jesus Trujlllo, bounty........
H. O. Magruder, expense and
road crossing.
mileage
.
. . 61.00 Telesford C. de Baca, bounty.. " 2.00
That In our judgment the- prposed
The Board met at 9 o'olnrk.
m
2.00
Jacobo Pacheco, salary
150.00 W. FMarshall, bounty
road as now established and traveled
D. 9. Thomas, bounty. .
2.00 pursuant to the adjournment of yes- - Is neoessary
Jacobo Pacheco, exponte and
and essential for the con
2.00 reraay, mere being present the same
mileage
.
61.00 Santos Gonxale, bounty......
venience of the traveling public. We
2.00 ohairman and other members as of do, therefore,
Ignaolo Otero, Int. to Com. Ct
24.00 Curtis Cotdlron, bounty
recommend that said road
T. J. Edmondson, mileage......
.
2.00 yesterday.
8.00 Francisco Miera, bounty..
be opened In accordancewith the
4.00
76.17 J. R. Gulnn, bounty....... .
Juan J. Duran, postage, etc..
We, the undersigned, appointed by statutes In such case made and proL. E. Byrne, postage, etc....
2.00
90.75 Ben Welling, bounty
vided.
body
honorable
4.00 your
to
view
Dan Taylor, salary
76.00 0. A; Bilbrey, bounty....
A. C. LOVELESS,
12.00 the highway petition,
.
C. I'. Suthers, poll tax receipts
filed by
63.00 T. H. Smith, bounty
J. A. BOYD.
Perry
Garlock
C. P. Suther, prlntng, eta
6.00
138.63 Geo. P. Oaylord, bounty
J. W. KITT8.
Beglnnng
at the SW corner of Sec.
C. P. Suthers, printing road tax
15.00
Marcelino Domlngues, Aid
Viewers.
6.00 14, this being between sections 14 and
receipts
.
75.00 E. o. Talbot, bounty.'
W. B. Lum, plumbing, etc.... 723.10 Vidal Sima, bounty...'.......
10.00 15,. Tp. N R 24 East and running south ORDER APPROVING
REPORT AND
C, N Roark, work of assessor
6.00 6 miles to the SW corner of Sec. 14,
64.60 Goo. Ullbarrl, bounty....:
GRANTING ROAD NO. 4T:
!
11.00 Tp. 23 NR 34 east; thenoe east one
J.' R. Gulnn, bounty...- McFadden and Rlxey, premium
r
In
The
Board
session this
26.00 mile to the 8E corner of Sec. 14, thence 3rd day
on bonds .
40.00 L N. Carroll, bounty..
of April. i18. took un for
D. C. Daniel, medical services
6.00 north" one mile to the NE corner of
.
110.00 C S House, bounty
consideration the report of the viewer
R. W. Isaacs, supplies..
2.00 Sec. 14, thence west one mile to the or
........
21.65 H P. Butt, bounty.
the above road heretofore appoint2.00 NW'corner of Seo. 14, and to the BanF. H. Clark, phone rent
41.60 E. F. Gallegos, bounty
ed to View and renort on an Id rn4
L. F. Brown, bounty..
10.00 ner school house, situated on the NW No. 48; and
Union Titile and Loan Co.,
the board having consid
6.00 corner of Sec. 14.
premiums on bonds
63.00 W. C. Jeffrey, bounty.. ..I...
ered said report and being fully ad
We hereby report on the above
A. C. Miera, printing
2.00
100.00 Isaac Ltek, bounty
.
tnerein;
16.00
Geo. H. Wade" amtf Co., supplies '
that said road will be satisfac- vised
Albert Gibson, bounty.....
is
It
therefore
ordered
ra.
that
aalt
Co jail
tory
to all. We also believe that 1300 pot as the same appears
6.00
33.75 J. H. Shannon', bountyi.......
above be,
2.00 wll be sufficient to make the above and Is hereby In
Mary Rope, caring- for patient
33.00 M. E. Winter, bounty.!......
respects
appro ven;
all
10.00 described hlghwy satisfactory to the
Remington Typewriter CO., ma- -.
Leland Stone, bounty..
it is further ordered that said road
2.00 traveling public.
.
. .
machines .
220.00 C. A. Kalm, bounty
No. 47 be and the sama la
nn.
FLOYD C. FIELD,
J. P. Dallas, mlL and wit. fees
.
2.00
6.10 R. Stephenson, bounty...
ened for travel and deolared a publlo
A. L. ENGLAND,
C. W. Roush, bounty........
2.00
,
Nw Mexican Printing Co., rec(0
wide-highway
feet
at
10.00 Mar. 18th, 1918. '
Viewing Com. the NW corner
ords
21.00 A. H. Dean, bounty
T
of Sec. 23, Y;. n n 36
Guy W. Slack, Lbr. Co. Mdse
2.00
15.00 F. . 8. Glover, bounty...,..
east, thence eat along the north line of
S. J. Ogllvie, C of E Pet 36
10.00 ORDER APPROVING
2.00 Susie II. Lujan, bounty
REPORT AND section 23 to the point of Intersection
1. : T. Dodds,v bounty..
GRANTING ROAD NO. 46.
.
8.00
Elisabeth K TTlnter,
work for
with the right-of-wa- y
of the C.
8.
Ó
.
2.00 ' The Board in regular session this R- - R. Company,
Matt Caaabeer, bouaty.
Tuoumcarl L
l.
thence crossing said
'
yf. W. Slay ton, J p Fees...
- t.oe 3rd day of April. 1918 took up for con- right-of-wa- y
11.10 Samuel Devore, bounty..
C.
a R. R. Co.
fit the.
J.'-H- .
. 10.00
Zurlok, bounty..-.-i,- "
Chus. Dugger. wit And rait fees
6.6
sideration the report of the; viewers and east along said
10.00 of the above road heretofore appointed distance of about one
Steve Dugger, wit and mil fees
6.50 M. G. Tinier, bounty
mile to a point-WherDr. Brosler, wit and mil fees
16.00 to view and report on' said road No.
6.50 Geo. Farley, bouaty..,
said road Intersects the Onl.
10.00D. T. Roberts, fees mil and ser- - '
A.
Anderson,, bounty
J.
45; and the board having considered orado and Gulf Highway, on the north
6.00 said report and all claims made there.
vice
. 7.65 t. P. Vernon, bounty
siae or said
W. c. Barnhart,
10.00 to and being otherwise fully advised
11.60 Chas. K Hunt, bounty...
mdse
The clerk Is hereby ordered to mum
E. F. Henry, plastering jail..
2.00
3.00 Milus Curry, bounty.......
therein:
notices to be posted at three publid
2.00
Wm. Felter, printing
.
35.00 Milus Curry, bounty
It Is therefore ordered that said places alona-- the lina of urh
E. E. Underwood, wit and milE. U. Jacob, bounty
.00 report as the same appears above be, giving all parties
that said road
eage
. ' s4.00 and la hereby In all respects approved. has been declared notice
6.00 Salome Garcia, bount
a publlo highway.
U.
F. A. Stubbing? fen for room;''
4.00
John
Tobler, bounty
Is further ordered that said road
open court this 3rd dav of
It
Done
in
' 8.00 C. O. Jcffriea, bounty
14.00 No. 46 be and the same is hereby opetc.
April, 1918.
4.00 ened for travel and declared a public
Manuel Chacon,. rent for room1
Milus Curry, toounty
T. J. EDMONDSON.
Nov 17
Dallas,
bounty
12.00 highway 60 feet wide, beginning at
$.00 J. P.
Phtlrmnn.
F. W. Osborn, J P fees
2.00 the SW corner of Sec 14, this being Attest: JUAN J. DURAN,
23.94 Iuls Romero, bounty
2.00 sections 14 and 16, Tp. 23 N R 34 east
Ida J. Shields, Wit and mil
.
6.00 Jesse Devore, bounty
Clerk.
Clyde McCalpIn, auto hire
6.00 and running south 6 miles to the SW
10.00 Jose Ignacio Vigil, bounty
R.
Mursh,
E. Zeller, bounty
2.00 corner of Sec 14 Tp. 22 N R 34 east, IN THE COMMISSIONER'S COURT
John
taking B box to
IN
IOgan
8.00 thence east one mile to the SB cor10.00 W. V. Shouse, bounty
AND FOR UNION COUNTY. NEW
C. C. Murchlson, killing wild anR. C. Cook, bounty
100.0 ner of Sea 14, thence north one mile
MEXICO:
imals
2.00 to the NE corner of Sec. 14, thence
2.00 Milus Curry, bounty,
of Viewers
Wm. Moots, labor at ct house
S.
4.00 J.
Swarm, bounty,
. 12.00 west one, mile to the NW corner of We, the Report
undersigned viewers, apJ. M. Caddell, bounty
2.00 Sec. 14.
4.00 Jesse W. Devore, bounty,
pointed by the Honorable Board of
25.00 L. E. Mayo, bounty,
Ramoncita Martines, aid
4.00
.
The clrk Is hereby ordered
to County Commlsloners of Union coun
C. P. Field, bounty
12.00 C R. Ashbell, bounty.
2.00 cause notices to be posted at
three ty, New Mexico, to view a road beginW. F. Marhall, bounty,
Ida Mae Cunningham, taking
2.00 pubic places along the line of such ning at the southeast corner of sec
testimony
M.
. 23.60 D. McClure, bounty, ...6
6.00 road giving
parties
twenty-fiv- e
Twp.
that said tion twenty-threF. E. Stubbins, J of E
.
3.00 E. L. Llghton, bounty,
. 2.00 road has beenall declared notice
a publlo high- north of range thlrty-Blrunthence
.V. Burgas, aid
,
25.00 Walter Baur, "bounty,
2.00 way.
ning north one mile Intersecting with
Gallegos,
bounty
Pablo
2.00 Carl Clark, bounty.
2.00
Done In open court this 3rd day of the Clayton and Texllne main traveled
Dan Roberts, wit fee and mil
6.00 W. A. Roash, bounty,
2.00 April, 1918.
road, beg to report as follows:
Nannie Johnson, wit fees and
Daro Garcia, bounty, .
2.00
T. J. EDMONDSON,
That In pursuance of the order of
R.
M. Winters, bounty,
6.00
mil
4.00
Chairman. your Honorable Board, we caused no0
&
H.
Owens,
drugs
Wanser
26.70
H. Shepard, baunty,
2.00 Attest. JUAN J. DURAN, Clerk.
tices to be regularly posted that we '
J. H. Sales, C of E
2.00 Fred Halton, bounty,
6
2.00
would on the 13th day of February,
li. E. Mayo, bounty,
Jaoobo L. Casados, bal due 3
6
2.00 IN THE COMMISSIONER'S COURT IN 1918, meet at the appointed place of
of R
2.00 O. A. I.elghton, bounty,
2.00
AND FOR UNION COUNTY.
NEW beginning of said road and proceed
&
Co.,
supplies
Crane
. 54.81 J. II. Zurlck, bounty
22.00
to view said proposed road. That at
MEXICO:
F. C. Zinck, wit fee mil
N.
4.80 F.
Hartley, bounty,
2.00
the time and place appointed we met
Report of Vewers
J. J. Hyder, bring a. Marsh
- 54.00 Carl Eklund, bounty,
2.00
We, the undersigned viewers,
apand viewed the said proposed road. Af
G.
Supply
Hutchlnon Office
L. Cook, bounty,
and
4.00 pointed by the Honorable Board
of ter having fully viewed said proposed
Printing Co., supplies
. 149.18 Pearle Thomas, bounty,
2.00 County Commlssoners of Union Counroad and having carefully considered
Pettis,
fee
milMartha
wit
and
4.00 ty, New Mexico, to view a road beginFrank E. Ne'lT, bounty,
.
the relative advantages and disadvanteage
2.40 Darlo Garcia, bounty,
2.00 ning at the Northwest corner of Sec. ages of nuld load we beg to report as
Fred Pettis, wit and mlleage.eT
4.80 A. J. Jones, bounty,
4.00 twenty-threrouows:
Township twenty-fivGuy Miner, deputy sheriff fees
6.00 D. T. Prlts, bounty,
4.00 north of range thirty-six- ,
That we, the board of reviewers, re
east of the
M. P. Maruqez, J P fees
E.
3.50
Bourke Warner, bounty,
2.00 New Mexico principal meridian; thence spectfully recommend that said road
I. A. Bauer, wit and mil fees
6.10 W, J. Stege, bounty,
8.00 east along the north line of Section petition be disallowed and that said
Geo D. Barnhard & Co. records
115.46 C. H. Claggett, bounty,
. 4.00 twenty-thredistance of about one proposed road be not opened for the
Carl EV Johnson, bounty
2.00 Ivan Sanders, bounty,
b.00 mile, beg to report as follows:
That reason that .'t would serve no useful
T. , H Rlxey, bounty
102.00 F. E. Poole, bounty,
4.00 in pursuance of the order of your honas all parties who would use
Co.,
soap
Anierlcan Disinfecting
Geo. E. Merrtlot, bounty
. 2.00 orable board, we caused notices to be said road,- - under any circumstances
eto .
22.60 A.' B. Seely,
4.00 posted that we would on the 13th day have an equally good road laid out
Juan Luis Haca, J of R
3.00 E. L. Lelghton, bounty, . 2.00 of February,
and established, by which they can
1918
x
meet
Town of Clayton, water and
George B. Spivey, bounty,
. 8.00 the appointed plaoe o beginning at
Of reach any rclnt vhkh could be reachlights
69.65 Jim Shepard, bounty,
... . 2.00 suld road nnd proceed to view said ed by said road within the same disRelmers Co., records.
. 180.70 Frank Gomales, bounty,
4.00 proposed road. That at the time and tance or within a less distance than
A. Mclptyre, bounty
8.60 Juivn Tarin, bounty,
2.00 place appointed we met and
.
viewed such point or points could be reached
Jr. H:r Amur, bounty
60.00. W, W. Bally, Jr., bounty,
2.00 said proposed road.
After having ful- by the proposed road.
F. P. Kllburrt, burtet'Of Indigent .92.00 Tom Bushnell, bounty,
. 8.00 ly viewed said proposed road and hav- For the further reason that said pro(J. C. Smith, printing
38.48 M. D. Lujan, bounty,
2.00 ing carefully considered the relative posed road would be a useless dupli.
Remington Typewriter Co.,- - rib
II. E. Murphy, bounty,
2.00 advantage and disadvantage of said cation of existing roads already laid
bon coupons
7.50 George Pagan, bounty,
2.00 road, we beg to report as follows:
out which already parallel the proE. F. Johnson, bounty
6.80 O. A. Lelghton, bounty,
2.00
That there already exlBts a well posed road one mile east and one mile
U W. Kigdom, J P fees
201.20 M. V. Shouse, bounty,
. 2.00 traveled road at the northwest cor- west of the said proposed road. For
0. O. Granville, coal for court
E. II. Lovato, bounty,
twenty-thre2.00 ner of Seotlon
thence tho further reason that, there already
house ,
.
609.18 ErwIrrStengler, bounty,
2.00 running due east along the north line exists a good rail mud crossing upon
.
bounty
Martin,
. 22.00 H. L. Simpson, bounty, ...
Bart
6.00 of section twenty-thre- e
to the place an established roud upon the soctlon
J. H. Kiiox, bounty
..
18.00 R..M. Winters, bounty,
y
2.00 of Intersection with the
.
line, running north and south between
A. N. Cornell, expenses to Tu- W. V. Kendrlt'k. bounty,
2.u0 of the Colorado and Southern Railroad section twenty-t- o
and section twenty,
.
.
cumcarl
30.00 Victoriano S. Quintana, bounty
..
2.00 Company, thence crossing said right- - three and upon' the section Une which
Joe -- Ryan, bounty
2.00 It. U Njiore, liounty,
y
2.00
of the C. & S. Rallcead com is the west line of section twenty-fou- r
John Taylor, bounty,!;
2.00 i J. II. HiiMhnc 11. bounty,
2.00 pany and east along said
y
and there already exists a railroad
Geo. E. Merllott, bounty
2.00 .!.. M. Fnirc-liililbounty, 8.00 a distance of about one mile in all to crosalng upon the road which la al.
M. K. MoDonnld, bounty
2.00 l.owi-1bounty.
2.00 a point where said
Intersects the ready established and traveled along
J. M. Huhson, bounty
l
24nn
' It
lure. bounty,
. .00 Colorado and Gulf road
Highway on the the north line of section twenty-thre' 6.00
J. D. Davis, bounty
'
4.00 north sled of said right-of-wa!r. i.i.inty, .
That There are, therefore, three railroad
1. P. Vernon,
bounty.. - '
3 un ' !l:
ov Imi'iii'
(.00 said road Is now established and shows crossings upon established roads withD. T. Prlti, bounty
cu
i
' '.
"
4.00 evidence of constant and frequent use; in a distance of three miles and" to
W. A. Steele, bounty
2 ci.
.''y.
4.00
cood railroad crossing
W. R. Guyer. bounty
16 OH
ty.
(Continued on last pago, Sec. 2)
. 6.00
"
M'ltDiisnea and used across

.

COMMISSIONERS

.........

A. N.
R. H.

SECTION

P

11

Clayton, New Mexico, April

PROCEEDINGS

thire being present the
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raro

175.00
125.00
125.00
183.34
75.00
60.00
75.00
75.00
75.00
33.34
184.00
75.00
225.00
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disappeared. One soon forgets on the "cooties" boring for oil In your ano- plts, the air foul from the stench of
western front
grimy human bodies and smoke irom a
Juicy pipe being whiffed Into your nos
CHAPTER IX.
trils, then you will not wonder wny
Tommy occasionally takes a turn In
8ulcld Annex.
I was In my first dugout and looked the trench for a rest.
trench orders
While In a front-lin- e
around curiously. Over the door of
same was a little sign reading "Sui- forbid Tommy from removing hia
cide Annex." One of the hoys told boots, puttees, clothing or equipment
me that this particular front trench The "cooties" take advantage of this
was called "Suicide Ditch." Later on order and mobilise their forces, and
I learned that machine gunners and Tommy swears vengeance on them and
bombers are known as the "Suicide mutters to himself, "Just wait until I
Club." .
hit rest billets and am able to get my
That dugout was muddy. The men own back."
slept In mud, washed In mud, ate mud,
Just before daylight the men "turn
and dreamed mud. I had never before to" and tumble out of the dugouts, man
realised that so much discomfort and the fire step until It gets light or the
misery could be contained In those welcome order "stand down" Is given.
MACHINE QJNflERERYING IN
three little letters, MUD. The floor Sometimes before "stand down" Is orof the dugout was an Inch deep In dered, the command "five rounds rap-Id- "
17 BY
water. Outside It was raining cats and
Is passed along the trench. This
dogs, and thin rivulets were trickling means that each man must rest his
down the steps. From the air shaft rifle on the top and fire as rapidly as
Immediately above me came a drip, possible five shots aimed toward the
drip, drip. 8ulclde Annex was a hole German trenches, and then duck (with
EMPEY LEARNS, AS COMRADE FALLS, THAT DEATH LURKS
eight feet wide, ten feet long and six the emphasis on the "duck"). There Is
feet high. It was about twenty feet
great rivalry between the opposing
ALWAYS IN THE TRENCHES
below the fire trencli at least there forces to get their rapid fire all on
were twenty steps leading down to It first, because the early bird. In this InThese steps were cut Into the earth, stance, catches the worm sort of gets
Synopsis. Fired by the sinking oí the Lusltanla, with the loss of
but at that time were muddy and slip- the Jump on the other fellow, catching
American lives, Arthur Guy Empey, an American living In Jersey City,
pery. A man had to be very careful him unawares.
goes to England and enlists as a private In the British army. After a
or else he would "shoot the chutes."
short experience as a recruiting officer In London, he Is sent to train
The air was foul, and you could cut
lug quarters In France, where he first hears the sound of big guns and
Empey goes "over the top" for
the smoke from Tommy's fags with a
mukes the acquaintance of "cooties." After a brief period of training
the first time and has a
knife. It was cold. The walls and
trenches, where he takes
Empey's company Is sent Into the front-lin- e
fight with a giant Prusroof were supported with heavy square-cu- t
his first turn on the fire step while the bullets whiz overhead. Empey
sian. In the next Installment he
timbers, while the entrance was
learns, as comrade falls, that death lurks always In the trenches.
tells the story of this thrilling
strengthened with sandbags. Nails had
charge.
been driven Into these timbers. On
M. C. sewed up the remains In a blan- each null hung a miscellaneous assort
CHAPTER VIII.
ket. Then placing two heavy ropes ment of equipment. The lighting ar
ITO BE CONTINUED.)
across the stretcher (to be used In low- rangements were superb one eandle
The Little Wooden Cross.'
After remnlnlng In rest billets for ering the body Into the grave), we lift- In a reflector made from an ammunl NUISANCE ALL TOO COMMON
eight dnys, we received the unwelcome ed Pete onto the stretcher, and rev- tlon tin. My teeth were chattering
tidings that the next morning we would erently covered him with a large union from the cold, and the drip from the No Doubt the Majority of Our Readers
atrshaft did not help matters much.
"go In" to "take over." At six In the Jack, the flag he had died for.
Have Met at Some Time the
The chaplain led the way, then came While I was sitting bemoaning my
morning our march started and, after
"Big Money" Boy.
a long march down the dusty road, we the officers of the section, followed by fate and wishing for the fireside at
two of the men carrying a wreath, im- home, the felldw next to me, who was
Step up a little closer, patrons, look
again arrived at reserve billets.
mediately after came poor Pete on the writing a letter, looked up and Inno em over good, then take your seats
I was No. 1 In the leading set of
stretcher, carried by four cently asked, ''Say, Tank, how do yon and set back for a listen. T'know this
fours. The man on my left was named soldiers. I was one of the four. Be- spell 'conflagration'?"
the big money boy. Oh, yeh I
"Pete Walling," a cheery sort of fel- hind the stretcher. In column of fours, I looked at him in contempt and an windbag,
you tickle us.
This pipe
Go
ahead,
low.
He laughed and Joked all the came the remainder of the section.
ewered that I did not know.
dream is always putting across some
way on the march, buoying up my
To get to the cemetery, we had to
From the darkness In one of the cor "big deal" expecting a "clean up," "got
drooping spirits. I could not figure out pass through the little
thin, piping voice singing a tip," etc., and all that fat chatter.
ners
anything attractive In again occupying village, where troops were hurrying one came apopular
of the
trench ditties en His melody goes a buzz this way:
the front Une, but Pete did not seem to to and fro.
titled:
"Well, things look merry for me, I'll
mind, said it was all In a lifetime. My
As the funeral procession passed Tack up your Troubles In your Old Kit say. Got In on a deal this morning;
rubthe
was
blistered
heel
from
left
Hag, ana umue, bmiie, Brolle."
these troops came to the "attention"
If It goes through, means much 'Jack,'
bing of my heavy marching boot. Pete and smartly saluted the dead.
Every now and then the singer
a 'gas roller' and easy picking for me
noticed that I was limping and offered
stop
sacough,
cough,
to
would
only
cough,
receiving
was
Poor Pete
the
but
to carry my rifle, but by this time I had lute a private Is entitled to "some- It was a good Illustration of Tommy's to last some moons. Can't tell you
what it's about Just yet. Backed up
learned the ethics of the march In the where In France."
cheerfulness under such conditions.
by so and so of the so and so corporcourteously
refused
army
and
British
A machine-gu- n
officer entered the
Now and again a shell from the Geration, and he's sinking all hls Interest
his offer.
man lines would go whistling over the dugout and gave me a hard look.
through the vlllnge to burst In our artillery lines sneaked past him, sliding and slipping, collection on it so you see what a
We had gotten half-wa- y
Is or he wouldn't be in It
communication trench, Pete in my Im- in the rear.
and reached my section of the front blazer It
the main squeezes,
mediate rear. He had his hand on my
When we reached the cemetery we line trench, where I was greeted by I'm to be one of
shoulder, as men In a communication halted In front of an open grave, and the sergeant, who asked me, "Where hold stock, and go on the road at $100
per Saturday, 25 per cent coramlsh and
trench have to do to keep In touch with laid the stretcher beside it Forming in
'ave you been?"
expenses," etc., etc.
each other. We had Just climbed over
I made no answer, but sat on the traveling
I
This rummy has more wind
Listen
when
bashed-lport
trench
of
a
the
muddy fire step, shivering with the
a deck of cyclones. He Imagines
In our rear a man tripped over a loose
cold and with the rain beating In my than
more money in an hour than the mint
signal wire, and let out an oath. As
face. About half an hour later
out in a month. Call his bluff
usual. Pete rushed to his help. To
teamed up with another fellow and turns
htm to go settle his laundry
and
tell
reach the fallen man he had to cross
went on guard with my head sticking
Chinaman. Remember:
part. A bullet cracked
this bashed-lover the top. At ten o'clock I was bill with the
They are not putting signs up In the
In the air and I ducked. Then a moan
my
relieved and resumed.
sitting post back windows, "President Wanted."
from the rear. My heart stood still.
tlon on the fire-steThe rain sud Washington Herald.
I went bock and Pete was lying on the
denly stopped and we all breathed a
ground. By the aid of my flashlight
sigh of relief. We prayed for the morn
The Born Orator.
to
pressed
I saw that he hod his hand
lng and the' rum issue.
It Is narrated that Colonel Brecken
his right breast. The fingers were covrldee, meeting Major Buffo'd on the
ered with blood. I flashed the light
CHAPTER X.
streets of Lexington, asked :
on his face and In its glow a graylsb-blu- e
"What Is the meaning, suh, of the
color was stealing over. his counDay's
Work."
The
befo the co'thouse?"
conco'se
tenance. Pete looked up at me and
I was fast learning that there Is
the mojah replied:
which
To
said : "Well, Tank, they've done me In.
regular routine about the work of the
"General Buckneh, suh, Is making a
I con feel myself going West." His
trenches, although It Is badly upset at speech. General Buckneh, suh. Is a
voice was getting fainter and I had to
times by the Germans.
orntah."
kneel down to get his words. Then he
The real work In the flre trench bo'n
do you mean by a bo'n ora- "What
gave mo a message to write home to
commences at sundown. Tommy Is
tah?"
his mother and his sweetheart, and I,
like a burglar, he works at night
"If you, or I, suh, were asked how
like a greot big boob, cried like a baby.
Just as it begins to get dark the much
two and two moke, we would reI was losing my first friend of the
word "stand to" Is passed from trav- ply: 'Foh.' When this Is asked a bo'n
trenches.
erse to traverse, and the men get busy.
he replies: 'When In the co'se
Word was pnssed to the rear for a
The first relief, consisting of two men oratah
human events It becomes necessa'y
It
arrived.
stretcher. He died before
to a traverse, mount the fire step, one of
to take an lntegeh of the second de
Two of us put the body on the ',
man looking over the top, while the nomination
and add it, suh, to an In
stretcher and carried It to the nearest
other sits at his feet ready to carry tegeh of the same denomination, the reflrst-nl- d
post, where the doctor took
messages or to Inform the platoon off- sult, suh, and I have the science of
an official record of Pete's name, numicer of any report made by the sentry mathematics to back me in my Judg
ber, rank and regiment from his Idenas to his observations In No Man's ment, the result, suh, and I soy It with
tity disk, this to be used In the casLand. The sentry is not allowed to out feah of successful contradiction,
ualty lists and notification to bis
relax his watch for a second. If he is suh. the result is foh.' That's a bo'n
family.
questioned from the trench or asked oratah." Rehobath Sunduy Herald.
in
Gun
Lewis
Action.
We left Pete there, but It broke our
his orders, he replies without turning
hearts to do so. The doctor Informed a hollow square around the opening of around or taking his eyes from the exHer Work.
ds that we could bury htm the next the grave, the chaplain read the burial panse of dirt in front of him. The reCongresswonian Jeannette Rankin
morning. That afternoon five of the service.
mainder of the occupants of bis trav- said In a Y. W. C. A. address:
boys of our section, myself Included,
uerman macnine-gu- n
bullets were erse either sit on the fire step, with
"Charles Kcnwao mamen on ?7 a
went to the little ruined village In the "cracking" In the air above us, but bayonets fixed, ready for any emerrear and from the deserted gardens of Pete didn't mind, and neither did we. gency, or If lucky, and a dugout bap-pen-s week, and Chauncey Depew on $9. I
no sympnthy with the girl who
the French chateaux gathered grass
When the body was lowered Into the
to be In the near vicinity of the have
and flowers. From these we made a grave the flag having been removed, traverse, and if the night Is quiet, they makes a devoted young man wait till
support her as luxuriously as
wreath.
we clicked our heels together and are permitted to go to same and try he can
old father does.
her
Wlille the boys were making this came to the salute.
and snatch a few winks of sleep. Little
"My sympathy all goes out to the
d
wreath, I sat under a
I left before the grave was filled in, sleeping is done ; generally the men sit
apple tree and carved out the follow- I could not bear to see the dirt thrown around, smoking fags and seeing who young man who said Joyously, as soon
was accepted:
ing verses on a little wooden shield on the blanket-covere- d
face of my com can tell the biggest lie. Some of them, as " he
darling, we'll get married at
Then,
which we nailed on Pete's cross.
rade. On the western front there are perhaps with their feet In water, would
course, at first, we shan't
Of
once.
no coffins, and you are lucky to get a write home sympathizing with the
Trot to hti Ood; true to Britain,
be able to keep a servant.'
protect
you
blanket
to
from
up
wet
"governor"
the
was
laid
because
he
Doing his duty to tha laat,
"'Oh. Jack, hadn't we better wait
and the worms. Several of the sec- with a cold, contracted by getting bis
lost on mora name to b written
she protested. 'What would the
then?'
On the Roll of Honor of heroes passed
tion stayed and decorated the grave feet wet on his way to work in Woolneighbors gay If they saw me doing my
with
white
stones.
manage
should
man
a
wich
arsenal.
If
Pa ed to thalr Ood, enahrtned In (lory.
work?
That night, In the light of a lonely to dose off, likely as not he would wake own
Entering Ufa of eternal reat,
"Jack looked puzzled.
One mora chapter In England's story
candle In the machine gunner's dugout with a start as the clammy, cold feet
"Why, sweetheart, he said, 'whose
Of bar aona doing their beat
of the front-lin- e
trench I wrote two of a rat passed over his face, or the
work do you want to do?' "
One
letters.
to
mother,
Pete's
the
aa
stomncb.
on
next
his
mate
you
aoldler,
stepped
relief
trua.
Reat,
other to his sweetheart While doing while stumbling on their way to relievo
Never forgotten by ua below;
Muscular Activity, and Heat
Know that wa ar thinking of you.
I cursed the Prussian war god the sentries In the trench.
this
and other birds which are active
Owls
go.
w
are bidden to
Ere to our reat
with all my heart and I think that St
Just try to sleep with a belt full of at night dhow a rise of temperature
Next morning the whole section went Peter noted same.
ammunition around you, your rifle bolt daring the hours of darkness and a fall
The machine gunners In the dugout biting Into your ribs, intrenching tool during the day. This is a result of the
to Pete, and laid
over to say good-bn
were laughing and Joking. To them handle sticking into the small of your
him away to rest.
fact that muscular activity
After each one bad a look at the fact Pete was unknown. Pretty soon. In the back, with a tin bat for a pillow and means an lncredsed production of
warmth of their merriment my blues feeling very damp and cold, with beat,
ex the dead, a corporal of the H.
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Back aches? Stomach sensitive? A little coughT No
strength?
Tire easily? All
after effects of this dread malady. Yes, they are catarrhal.
Grip is a catarrhal disease.
You can never be well as long
as catarrh remains In your system, weakening your whole
body with stagnant blood and
unhealthy secretions.

You Need

PERUNA

It's the one tonic for the after

it is a

effects of grip, because

catarrhal treatment of proved
excellence. Take it to clear
away all the effects of grip, to
tone the digestion, clear up the

tnflammed membranes, regulate the
bowels, and set you on the highway
to complete recovery.
,

Perhaps one or more of your
friends have found it valuable.
Thousands of people In every state
have, and have told us of It Many
thousands moro have been helped
t critical time by tola reliable
family medicine.
Frajaial ala h taU la lar mr na i ilin.
Tha Parama Caapaay,
Cnlaah , OUa

d

Be sure you are right, but not too
sure that everyone else is wrong.
Itching Burning 8klns.

For eczemas, rashes, itchlngs, irrita-

tions, pimples, dandruff, sore hands,
and baby humors, Cutlcura Soap and
Ointment are supremely effective. For
free samples .address "Cutlcura, Dept.
X, Boston." At druggists and by mall.
Soap 25, Ointment 25 and 50, Adv.

IF

GLUCOSE

IS

IN

JELLY

Method by Which It Is Detected
Simple and of Exceedingly Easy
Application.

l

Glucose In fruit preserves may be
discovered by the following method
given by the Popular Science Monthly:
In the case of Jelly a teaspoonful
should be dissolved In two tablespoon-ful- s
of alcohol contained in a glass
vessel. In the case of Jam or marmalade the same process Is carried out,
but It Is necessary to filter off the solid
matter by running the mixture through
a piece of muslin. Allow the solution
to become perfectly cpol and then add
an equal volume, or a little more, of
strong alcohol.
If glucose Is. present a dense white
precipitate slowly settles down. Where
no glucose has been employed, there Is
no precipitate, save, In some cases, a
very trifling sediment of protein mat
ter which, however, Is so small that
It could not possibly be mistaken for
the sediment which glucose produces.
The last named Is not particularly
harmful In Itself, but .It Is very fre
quently used as an adulterant In supposedly pure preserves for extra profit

It

The Reason for

"Let that man down easy."

ir

"Why must
"Because he's hard up."

pi

shot-scarre-

'

y

well-know-

A

Package
GtapeNuis
teaches food
conservation.

Saves

FUEL

SUGAR

TIME
WHEAT

AND
WASTE

SOLD

BV
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APPLY A FEW DROPS THEN LIFT
TOUCHY CORNS OFF WITH
FINGERS.

Don't hurt a bit I Drop a little
freesone on an aching corn, Instantly
that corn stops hurting, then yon lift
it right out Tea, magic I

ra
ó
3L tiny bottla of freezone costa bnt K
few cents at any drag store, but Is
tufflclent to remove every hard corn,
oft corn, or corn between the toes,
and the callouses, without soreness or

irritation.

Freezone Is the sensational disco v-L
of a Cincinnati genius. It Is
Adv.
ry

won-flerfu-

Lots of people are Interested In the
man whose principle Is for sale.

Juice of Lehions!
How

to Make Skin

White'and Beautiful
At the cost of a small Jar of ordinary cold cream one can prepare a full
Quarter pint of the most wonderful
lemon skin softener and complexion
fceautlfler, by squeezing the juice of
two fresh lemons into a bottle containing three ounces of orchard white. Care
should be taken to strain the Juice

through a fine cloth so no lemon pulp
gets in, then this lotion will keep fresh
for months. Every woman knows that
lemon Juice Is used to bleach and remove such blemishes as sallowness,
freckles and tan and Is the ideal skin
softener, smoothener and beautlfler.
Just try it I Get three ounces of or--'
Chard white at any pharmacy and two
lemons from the grocer and make up a
Quarter pint of this sweetly fragrant
lemon lotion and massage It dally Into
the face, neck, arms and hands. It
naturally should help to soften, fresh-febleach and bring out the roses and
beauty of any skin. It Is wonderful to
moothen rough, red bands. Adv.
--

n,

The width of a broad grin la equal
to the length of a smile.
DOES IT
When your (hoes pinch or your corn and baa
boa ache (tet Allen's Foot Ease, the antlseptlo
wder to be aba ken Into aboeaana epnnmea m
Gives Instant relief to Tired,
Swollen. Tender fset. Oyer 100.000 packages
ars being used by the troops at the front. Bold
Srery where, 25c. Den? i mettU mny tubttUutt.k&y.

ALLEN'S

FOOT-EA-

SE

foot-bat-

The needle yon must hunt for in
the haystack never pricks your lingers.

OUR DEFENSE
In the spring we may be attacked at
any moment. Toxic poisons pile up
Within us after a bard winter, and we
feel
tired out, blue and
- discouraged.
This is the time to put
Our house in order cleanse the system
and put fresh blood Into our arteries.
Tou can obtain an alterative eitract
from Blood root. Golden Seal, Stone
' and Queen's
root, Cherry bark, rolled
Into a sugar-coate- d
tablet and sold by
taost druggists, in sixty cent vials, as
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery.
This blood tonic, In tablet or liquid
orm. Is Just what you need for "Spring
'ever," for that lack of ambition. It
Will fill you full of vim, vigor and vitality.
Chilliness, when other people feel warm
enough, is a sign of biliousness, or of
malarial poisons so is a
furred or coated tongue,
loss of appetite, headaches or giddiness, and a
"run-down-

,"

dull, drowsy, debilitated
feeling. It's your liver
Yon
that's at
want to stimulate it and
invigorate it with Dr.
Pierce's Pleasant PelleU.
With every trouble of the
kind, these tiny little
miracle.
things act like
You can break op sudden
Fevers,
Colds,
attack ot
and Inflammations, withhem.' They'll give you permanent benelnsupauon, com
t for Indigestion,
.t GioV T?aatatij and Dimlllt
aró
pleasant
to take, and
l"hy
small and
he most thoroughly natural - remedy.
cent at most 'drug atore.

fault.
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Gathered From All Over

Wsstern Nawap.f.r Union News Servios.
COMINO BVBNTS.
Ootober Annual meet Ins; New Mssloo

Publlo Health Association.
Clayton had a big community flat;
raising.
Magdalena sheepmen report mora
than an average lambing.
Th Clovls Elk recently Initiated a
candidates. class of twenty-on- e
Tom Berryman is In tha Roswell
jail charged with wife beating.
New Mexico will furnish 274 of tha
49.84S registrants called May 1 to 10,
A factory for extracting fibre from
the leaves of yucca plants Is proposed
for Doming,
Three cars of pinto beans, a total
of 140,000 pounds, hava been shipped
from Wlllard.
The new high school bul'dtng at
is fast assuming Its completed proportions.
At Hondo Daniel Peres was killed
and Charlie Frits seriously wounded
in an auto accident.
Andres McCoy, aged S5. employed
in the mines at Madrid, was electrocuted accidentally.
B. D. Tlttman of HlUsboro has resigned as attorney for the Pueblo Indians, according to a report
Eighteen young men will be graduated from the New Mexico Military Institute at Roswell May 12 to 14.
The Las Vegas Cowboys' Reunion
Association has decided a July S, 4
and 5 as tin dates for Its 1918 show.
Antonio Cortes, charged with tha
murder of Liberato Días, was bound
over to the rand Jury In $5,000 at Darning.
Herb J. McGrath, former sheriff of
Grant county has been appointed
captain ot the New Mexico mounted
police.
Faris V. Buh, one of the most widely known newspaper men In New Mexico, died at his home at Lordsburg of
pneumonia.
The rise of the pinto bean has been
rapid as the result of the food administration's advertisement ot the New
Mexico product.
Lon Seymour was convicted of second degree murder for killing Andres
Indurian on Nov. 27 last, by a Jury at
East Laa Vegas.
The first executive board meeting
of the New Mexico Cattle and Horse
Growers' Association for the year will
be held In Raton, May 1.
When rotten planking on which he
was standing broke, Rufus B. Nesmlth,
employed on the Bulord Polk ranch,
fell eighty feet down a well to his
death.
v
John Kyle, a rancher residing east
ot Silver City, has been Informed that
his brother, George A. Kyle, was captured by bandits in the Interior of
China.
' District Judge Holloman at Santa
FÓ sentenced lsadoro A. Martines to
hang on May 3 for the murder ot his
wife, Beatriz Martines at Santa Crus
last August.
John Mlddleton, a rancher near,
Santa Rosa, was found guilty of murder in the first degree for killing Deputy Sheriffs Moisés Várela and Francisco Serna.
Word was received at Roswell that
Bill Fluker, a foreman employed on
the Mayberry Bond ranch, had shot
and killed a native sheepherder, Carlos Corrales.
Edward D. Tlttman, United States
attorney for the Pueblo Indians in New
Fe for
Mexico, waa Indicted
violating the espionage act and publishing disloyal editorials In a paper
conducted by him at Hillsboro,
The residence on the E. J. Neer farm
near Portales was destroyed by fire.
A verbal report of Penitentiary Warden Thomas Hughes to Governor Lind-se- y
regarding the tarring and feathering of MaJ. J. M. Blrkner in the
prison yard at Sant Fe brought out the
fact that Instead of using tar the convicts used printers' ink from the penitentiary plant, and smeared Blrkner
with it before rolling him In feathers.
After a trial lasting six days, Samuel L. Hunt and Joseph S. Hunt, brothers, were found guilty by a Jury In
tha District Court at Silver City of
murder In the second degree, for tha
killing near Cloverdale, Sept 18, 1917,
of Chester Bartell, a homesteader. The.
Jury recommended the convicted men
to the clemency of the court
Representative cltlxens from all over
the state, from the Supreme Court Justices, governor and other state officials down to those in the humbler
walks of lite, assembled at Carrlzoso
In large numbers to attend the funeral of former Gov. William C. McDonald. The Rev. Edward J. Hoerlng, rector of the Episcopal Church,' officiated. The pallbearers were John W.
Poe, George L Ulrlch, A. H. Hudspeth,
Capt. Smith Lee, Summers Burkhart,
Taylor Johnson and John B. McManns,

Watt

GERMANS RENEW
DRIVE Oil AMIENS

D

BOMB WHOLE BRITISH LINE FROM
NORTH OF ALBERT TO JUNC-

TION WITH FRENCH.

BRITISH WRECK HARBOR
HAIQ'8 MEN REPULSE ATTACKS
IN FLANDERS GERMANS AND
DUTCH ENVOYS QUIT.
Western Newspaper Union Naws Service.
'

London, April 25. Heralded by
heavy artillery preparation over a
wide extent ot the front, the enemy
has made a new bid for Amiens, but
according to reports, with only slight
success, namely, the capture of the
village of
after y
Money Is like the parrot
fighting. Attacks In the other secat the right time.
talks
tors have all been repulsed.
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Since the day of the caveman, who
liked his meat raw, civilization ha
learned a lot about the scientific treatment of the things we eat
Naturally none of us would now
'prefer to have our meat raw, our potatoes as they come from the ground,
our coffee unroasted.
And naturally follows the great discovery recently made by .'ho American Tobacco Co. that tobacco tastes
better TOASTED!
This wonderful new Idea simple
like all great inventions was first
used in producing the famous LUCKY
STRIKE Cigarette made of toasted
Burley tobacco.
Burleyhas a mellow flavor, entirely
different from the tobacco usually
used for cigarettes. It Is a pipe to
bacco and LUCKY STRIKE Cigarettes
taste like a pipe. Adv.
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FOODS TASTE BETTER COOKED
TOBACCO TASTES BETTER
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Small Pill
Small Do
Small Prica
CARTERS
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FOR

CONSTIPATION
have stood tha test of tima.
Purely vegetable. Wonderfully
quick to banish biliousness,
headache). Indigestion and to
clear up a bad complexion,
Cenulna bear signature

all-da-

It seldom

To keep clean and healthy take Dr.
The official statement issued by tha Pierce's Pleasant Pellets. They reguFrench war office last night says that late liver, bowels and stomach. Adv.
Franco-Americapositions south of
A good man does not cherish
the Somme and on the Avre were attacked by the Germans In considerable
force at 5:30 o'clock Wednesday morning. This Is the first intimation of the
Don't be misled. Ask for Red Cross
location of American troops on the Bag Blue. Makes beautiful white clothe.
At all good grocer. Adv,
Plcardy front

PALE FACES
ol lroa la
Carter's Iron Pills
Generally ladlcate a lack
the Blood

n

Will help this condition

Watson K.Ooloman.WMB

u.u. Booka rree. ins
PATENTS
Deal na alaa
Plgnlned proposition yleldlm
prom, nut free for ataa.n
UnO r layerSI
Central Tar West, Mew Xo
Adams Company,
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After three weeks of preparation In
W. N. U DENVER, NO.
Reserve Is wisdom.
the Somme, during which time they
launched an offensive In Flanders, tha
Germans have resumed their hammering at the front door of Amiens. For
Sowing
days there has. been heavy artillery
firing along the northern sectors ot
the Somme salient, and finally the Work In Joint Effort the Soil of the United States and Canada
FARMING IN MAM POWER NECESSABY
German infantry began their attempts
TO WIN THX BATTLK FOB LIBERTY.
to advance on the line passing
Hangard, llallíes and
The Food Controllers of the United States and Canada are asking fof
The first attacks were repulsed, greater food production. Scarcely 100,000,000 bushels of wheat are availbut subsequent attacks centered about able to be tent to the allies overseas before the crop harvest. Upon tha
hava caused a Brit- efforts of the United States and Canada rests the burden of supply.
ish withdrawal from this village, according to a report from Field Marshal Every Available Tillable Acre Must Contribute) Every Available
Haig. This marks a German gain of
Farmer and Farm Hand Must Assist
about a mile.
Is
Canada has an enormous acreage to be seeded, but man powei
Western
about eleven miles directly east of
and an appeal to the United States allies it for mo.e men for seedAmiens and is on the northern end of it short,
operation.
ing
the latest fighting front. It Is situated
between the Somme and Luce rivers Canada's Wheat Production Last Year waa 225,000,000 Bushelsj tha
and,- while it is flanked on the south
Demand From Canada Alone for 1918 Is 400,000,000 Bushels
by
ground, it Is backed by
To tecure thit she must have assistance. She has the land but needs
rolling hills to the west and northwest.
the
men.
The Government of the United States wants every man who can
The fighting on the rest of the front effectively help,
to do farm work this year. It wants the land in the United
where the Germans have resumed
developed first of course; but it also wants to help Canada.
WhenStates
their drive toward the allied base of
supplies In northern France has not, ever we find a man we can spare to Canada's fields after ours are supplied,
so far as known, resulted in any nota- we want to direct him there.
Apply to our Employment Service, and we will tell you where you can best serva
ble retirement from the part of the allies. The German official report is- the combined intereits.
Western Canada's help will be required not later than May 5th. Wages to comsued on Wednesday was silent as to
petent help, S0. 00 a month and up, board and lodging.
events in this sector of the front.
18.

Win the War by Preparing the Land
the Seed and Producing Bigger Crops

Vlllers-Bretonneu-

Cas-te- l.

Vlllers-Bretonneu-

Vlllers-Bretonneu-

'
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London, April 25. Not only was the
mouth of the canal at Zeebrugge
blocked, but British sailors and marines who participated in the raid on
the German submarine bases believe
that they destroyed every gun on the
mole, demolished the sheds throughout its entire length and blew up large
stores of munitions contained in the
sheds, according to reports by the survivors to the correspondent
of the
Daily Chronicle at a Kentish port.
Amsterdam, April 25. The Hetvolk
announces that the German minister
to The Netherlands has left The
Hague for Berlin, and that the Dutch
minister to Germany is on his way
from Berlin to The Hague. The Berlin correspondent of Nieuwe Rotter-damsch- e
Courant Is informed by a person in authority that difficulties have
arisen in the negotiations between
Germany and Holland and that the negotiations are not making headway.

Those who reipond to this appeal will get a warm welcome, good wages, good
board and rind comfortable homes. They will get a rate ol one cent s mile from Canadian
boundary points to destination and return.
For particulars as to routes and places where employment may be had apply toi

U.S. EMPLOYMENT SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
DENVER, COLORADO;

CHEYENNE, WYOMING

MORGAN'S
SONS ca

ENOCH

Lend Him

AHanc

Buy
For

DÜ&DS

For

PATRIOTISM

SAPOLIO

ECONOMY

"Actions speak louder than
word s - Act - D o rit Talk - Buy Now

Mooney Appeal

I
Before Governor.
Sacramento,' Cat. April 25. Announcement that he would "pay no attention whatever to the organized
sending of telegrams and letters, nor
to strikes or other demonstrations designed to Influence" him in the case
of Thomas J. Mooney, sentenced to
hang, was made by Gov. William D.
Stephens. An appeal for a pardon for
Mooney, who was convicted of murder
In connection with the Preparedness
parade bomb explosion July 22. 1916,
In San Francisco, Is pending before
the governor.

Wheat Ship Promised Free Passage.
Berne, Switzerland. The German
government has Informed the Swiss
government that ships loaded with cereals tor Switzerland, eved though flying an enemy flag, will have the right
of free passage. They must however,
fly the Swiss flag beside the national
flag of the vessel, and bave the Swiss
colors painted on the hull.

tyan Director of Aircraft Production.
Washington. John D. Ryan, tha
copper mine millionaire, la to be director of aircraft production.

cf Gold'

mm

coming to farmer from the rich wheat fields of
Western Canada. Where you can bay good Una .land
at 915 to 930 per acra and raise from ZO to 43 bashels
f 92 wheat to the acre it's easy to make money. Canada
offers in her provinces oí Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta

160 Acre Homesteads Frea to Settlers
and other land at very low prices. Thousands of
farmers from the U. S. or their sons are yearly taking
advantage of this great opportunity. Wonderful yielda
also of uats, Barley ana Flax, hum rarmlng u
fully as profitable an Industry as grain raising. Good
schools; markets convenient; climate excellent.
Write for literature and particulars as to reduced
railway ratea to oupr. immigration, Ottawa,
Canada, or to
W. V. BENNETT
Room 4, nee Bldo Omaha. Nab,
Canadian Government Agent
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Fair and Square

THE CLAYTON NEWS
FOREIGN

NEWS TO DATE
IN PARAGRAPHS

Changes made In British cabinet
while Hungarian ministry resigns.
Baron Gautsch von Frankenthurn,
former Austrian Premier, is dead at
his home In Vienna.
Duke Frederick II., ruler of the German duchy of Anhalt is dead at
castle. He was 61 years old.
An American named Love has been
captured by Chinese bandits in the
province of Shangtung, according to a
Reuter dispatch from Peking.
The cross of the legion of honor has
been conferred upon Capt Charles
Carroll of Maryland, in recognition of
his work with the American relief
clearing house in Paris.
British and French troops have been
landed at Mourmansk on the northeast
coast of Kola peninsula in the Arctic
ocean, to reinforce a British marine
detachment sent ashore several weeks

"FRUSSICACID" FATAL 11017 TO AVOID

LATE

MARKET
QUOTATIONS

Liberty Bonds Will Prove Highly
Successful Antidote.

BACKACHE AND

NERVOUSNESS

Bal-lenste-

CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF
WIRES ROUND ABOUT

THE WORLD.

DURING THE PAST WEEK
OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
CONDENSED FOR BUSY
PEOPLE.

RECORD

Waster

Nwpspr

Union If iwi

rrte.

ago.

ABOUT THE WAR
French forces make slight gains In
Amiens region.
The BrltUh gained ground eaat of
Robecq, according to Field Marshal
Ilalg's report, and Improved their poNumerous
litlón around Meteren.
prisoner were captured.
The British attack north of Albert
was carried out on a front of about
yards. Reuter's correspondent at
British headquarters said that an advance was made to a depth of 250
yards.
Diplomatic dispatches from Berne
said Hungarian troops have arrived in
Bolglunv Many troop trains, it was
said, have passed through Liege. The
presence of many Auatrtans was reported also at Antwerp and Ghent
One hundred and two enemy divisions (1,224,000 men )have been employed against the British alone since
March 21, Field Marshal Halg reported, In a resume of the German offensive. Many of these were used two
or three times.
Following the destruction of enemy
armed trawlers in the Cattegat, April
15, 600 miles from an English base
the British on April 23, raided the destróyer and submarine bases at Os-- v
tend and Zeebrugge, bombarding the
harbor defenses and sinking five concrete-filled
shlpB in the channels.
The Canadians on April 23 raided
the German lines at seven places,
gassed the enemy with thousands of
lachrymatory and lethal shells, harassed him by special artillery shots,
BVttjpt his trenches with machine gun
and rifle bullets and hammered his
front line with trench mortars.
After the heavy German, attack of
Saturday the American main positions
remained intact, and Sunday morning,
after a brief bombardment, the American troops attacked and drove the
enemy out of the old outposts which
they had gained, thus breaking down
an offensive which, it Is believed, was
Intended as the beginning of a German plan to separate the Americans
and French. There was a comparative
lull Sunday along the sector northwest of Toul. The Americans engaged
in the terrific
fighting
Saturday showed the most daring
bravery, stories of which are already
being recounted.
1.-0-

hand-to-han-

d

WESTERN
The Louisiana sugar cane area this
280,000 acres, or 13,000 acres
less than that of last year and 85,000
'
under that of 1909.
Ram Singh, defendant in the Hindu
revolt plot trial at San Francisco, shot
and killed Ram Chandra In the court
room. United States Marshal Holo-ba- n
shot and killed Singh.
A murder plant where girls were enticed and slaughtered for what money
and other valuables they possessed,
was believed uncovered at Royal Oak,
Mich., in the arrest of Helmut
Schmidt, his wife Helen, and their
daughter,
Gertrude.
The
plant Included a crematory where bodies of victims were disposed of, it Is

year is

thought

'

The military authorities have taken
over control of the principal Irish railway, the postoffice and telephone exchanges, according to the correspondent at Cork of the London Dally
Chronicle.
On the anniversary of the enlistment of the American ambulance
corps in the French army, Lieut. Albert Smith and Private Edward BIck-el- ,
both graduates of Seattle (Wash.)
University, were decorated with the
crolx de guerre at Paris.
The long range bombardment of
Paris was resumed Sunday. There
were no casualties.
Analysis of the
German long range gun bombardment
of Paris shows that shells have fallen
on seventeen days since March 23,
and that, with the figures for two
days missing, 118 were killed and 230
injured.
A Reuter dispatch, dated April 23,
from The Hague says: "Nothing Is
known In competent quarters of the
rumored German ultimatum threatening the occupation of Dutch ports unless certain demands are yielded'
The German ultimatum to Holland is
said to demand right of transit for civilian and war supplies on canals and
railways through Holland.
The streams of wounded Germans
from France and Flanders, says the
frontier correspondent of the Amsterdam Telegram, continue so great
that all the hospitals, monasteries,
convents and schools, not only in
Brussels but in many towns, are filled
to overflowing.
The Germans have
even requisitioned private houses for
hospitals. Forty ambulance trains entered Brussels dally last week.

SPORT
Jack Blackburn of Philadelphia

out-

pointed Willie Langford of Buffalo in
every round of a twelve-rounbout at
Toledo, Ohio.
Walter Camp, commissioner of athletics for the navy, has announced the
appointment of E. C. Henderson of
Seattle, Wash., to be athletic director
d

there.

May 13 is the date set for the
world's championship bout of the welterweight division between Ted Lewis
and Johnny Tillman, to be held at the
Stockyards stadium in Denver.
After two mediocre, starts in the
Lakeside ring at Denver, Arlos Fanning of Bartlesvllle, Okla., found himself and in winning a decision over
Otto Wallace of Milwaukee in fifteen
rounds showed championship form.
A purse of $10,000 has been guaranteed by Spencer Penrose of behalf
of the Broadmoor Golf club for the
Red Cross exhibition golf match to
be staged on the new Broadmoor
course at Colorado Springs, July 4,
with four of the greatest golfers In
America participating.

GENERAL
Submarine sinks American- - steam
ship and 44 men lose lives.
Minister Méndez declared Guatemala In making war desired to show
her full sympathy for the United

States.

The bureau of animal Industry of
Wallace Gulon of Napoleonvllle, La.,
the United States Department of Ag- was named by Governor Pleasant to
riculture has named Mrs. Ruth Coffin, fill the unexpired term of the late Senhome economics specialist of Fort ator Broussard.
Collins, Colo., to encourage in ColoBerry Noyes,
negro who shot
rado the production of cottage cheese and killed Sheriff the
W. E. McBrlde near
on farms and also to stimulate its use Lexington, Tenn.,
was hanged in the
In homes.
court house yard by a mob.
Three more earthquake shocks dur(
The
ing Monday night and early Tuesday Montana State Council of Defense of
made a
requiring all
made San Jacinto and Hemet, Cal., men able to labor rule
to do five days'
"shiver," but added nothing to the de- work a week upon pain
of prosecustruction of Sunday afternoon tremors tion under the board powers given the
half wrecked the business dis- council.
. which
trict at San Jacinto and severely dam- General Foch has the following to
. aged Hemet.
say on the American, soldier: "I am
, WASHINGTON
not given to compliments, but the
Uruguay and Argentina are expected American soldier now in France is the
.
to declare war against Germany at an equal to any fighting man In the
early date, according to Berlin ad- world."
vices forwarded by the Exchange TelThe executive board of
Arizona
egraph's correspondent at Amster- State Federation of Labor the
unanimousdam.
ly adopted a resolution calling upon
Events on the western battle front all workers to go on strike for twenty-fou- r
are shaping themselves, officers in
hours on May 1, as a protest
Washington believe, not only for de- against the execution of Thomas J.
feat of the German drive, but for a Mooney of San Francisco, condemned
counter offensive by General Foch's to death in California for participaarmies that may open the road to an tion in the bomb outrage during the
Preparedness day narad there
allied military victory.

Western
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Dose ef Remedy Is Prom $50
15,000 Ample Evidence Why

Immsdlate Provision Should
By LEIGH MITCHELL HODQI

Vigilant.

to. August 1014, prusslc add
was known as on of the deadliest
poisons, but comparatively few per-

Prior

sons war killed by It
Sine that tlm German autocracy
has killed and maimed millions and
Sheep.
tamba, light ,
120.16
i 0.60 Jeopardized the life and liberty of all
Lambí, heavy
10.76tiiO.25 free nations by wholesale us of a
fcwes
15.001 i 16.00 new kind
of prusslc acid a "hydrocy
Tearllngs . . .
18.16 if 17.00
15.76 Q 16.60 anide" of brute force which. If not hin.
Wthrs
dered, will be as fatal to freedom as
HAT AND URAIN MARKET.
the prusslc add of the laboratory te
(F. O. B. Denver, Carload Frio,)
him who Inhales Its deadly vapor.
Hay.
With this deadlier prusslc acid, the
per Ton.
Buying Price
Colo, upland, per ton
$18.00010.09 kaiser and his crew are trying to pois
11.00 on
Nabr. upland, per ton
17.00
the minds as well as the bodies
Prairie hay (new crop),
Colo, and Nebr., per ton. 18.0018.00 of those who will not submit to the
rimothy, per ton
20.0021.01 domination of might. Thus far he and
íe.uoijj ls.oi
Aiiaua, per ton
22.00 his hell mates have succeeded fairly
10.00
South Park, per ton
Uunnlaon Valley, per ton.. 18.00 20.00 well, but a new antidote for this pois8.00
Btraw, per ton
on will check the peril If amply
Grain.
Oats, Nebr., 100 ilm., buying
$1.00
Colo., oata, bulk, buying
1.00
Americanism is Its name, and the
8 23
Corn chop, sack, selling
8.20 uethod of application la as follows!
Corn In aaok, celling
8.21
Uluten Feed, eacked, selling;
Bran, Colo., per 101) lba., selling. 1.77, ft
As soon as symptoms of the
appear either In th
poisoning
Floor.
Hungarian pntent.
18 lba., sacked,
form of trench, air or submarino
14.96
subject to discount
raids or German propaganda-plantinDRESSED POULTRY.
take on large dose of
Leas 10 per cent commission.
Americanism In the form of Third
rurkeys, fancy d. p
10 031
Liberty Loan bonds.
Turkeys, old toma
ti26
.....24
rurkeys. choice
20 a 21
The effect will be Instantaneous.
30
Ducka, young
27
At once the purchaser will pass
Qeene
26
027
from a state of approaching desRoosters
If (111
pair to an unprecedented degree
LIT Poultry.
of satisfaction at having backed
(Prices net F. U. B. Denver.)
Roosters, lb
If 911
up the boys who are fighting for
10
28
Turkeys, 10 lbs. or over
29
freedom and the millions of mea
Duoks, young
JI
ees
IS
and women who are working to
help win the war. This will be folEgg.
Eggs, graded No. 1 net, F.
lowed by a sense of security In
O. B. Denver
.31
having strengthened qur defenses
Eggs, graded No. 2 net, F.
O. B. Denver
.22
against devillsm, and at the same
Eggs, case count, misc.
time the effect on the foe will bo
cases, less commission. . .$1.85 9. EC
that of a powerful emetic, causIlutter.
ing them to throw up their hands
41
Creameries, ex. 1st grade, lb...
41
Creameries, 2d grade, lb
In horror at the thought of sucr
Process
,.,.,88
987
whole-hearte- d
support of the A)
28 if 28
Packing stock
lied Cause.
Krnlt.
For the average American th
Apples, Cold, new fancy, box. 1.0031. 60
8.0C
Pears, Colo
dose suggested Is from $50 to $5,-0taken dally In small quantiVegetables.
12.00(914.08
Beans, Navy, cwt
ties over a long period, or swal- 10.0C
Beans, Pinto, cwt.
lowed at one time and followed by
.14
Beans, Lima, lb. ..
.16
a feeling of happiness which canBeets, Colo., cwt. .
too
Cabbage, Colo. . . .
2.60
not be appreciated until experil.OO
Carrots, cwt.
enced.
Cauliflower lb. ...
.10.12H
Onions, table, dos.
.26i
.St
And while this Is suggested as
Potatoes, cwt. ....
.76' 1.60
Turnips, Colo., owt
1.26
1.68
the most admirable antidota for
this poison, It also possesses th
HIDES AND PELTS.
peculiar quality of providing a
"pill" for Kaiser Bill at the same
Dry Hides.
28c
Flint, butcher, lb
time. Testimonials from millions
Flint, fallen, lb
24c
of Americans who already have
Flint, bull and stag, lb
16c
164
Flint, culls and glue, lb
used this remedy and Ilk It so
18 7120c
Bait hides, 'b
well that they are going to lay In
Horse hldt, one-ha- lf
to
price of green salt.
another large supply, makf clear
Green Salted, Corad Hides.
the use for buying your bonds
Over 4 lbs., lb
9c
...88 9
early I
Under 4 lbs., lb
8
Glue hides and skins, lb
7c
Bulls and stags, lb
Part cured, lb
la lesi
WORLD WANT
Oreen, 2c lb. less than cured.
Dry Flint Pel ta.
Wool pelts, lb
4042c
By BARN ETTA BROWN
36
Short wool pelts
37c
of th Vigilante.
Butcher shearlings, No. 1, lb..
244
No. 2 Murrain shearings, lb....
104
your
Place
elbows on your knees,
Bucks, saddles and pieces at value.
put your head In your banda, and
Tallow and Oreas.
Prim rendered tallow, lb...$ 10 .11 think.
Many strange things are
No. 1 tallow, lb
IO151 .Fi
No. I tallow, lb
Unprecedented conditions
09 Ó .18 happening.
Brown and yellow tallow
Those who have carefully
grease, lb
09
.18 abound.
studied the world situation tell us that
Calf and Kla Greca Salted.
Calfskin, salted
f .18 .21 we may have to face widespread world
Kip. lb
10
.14 want
If we are not forethoughted and
Branded, lb
.10
Deacons, each
1.00 1.28 forehanded.
With millions of men
60
.76 turned from
Slunka. each
their usual occupation of
t.OOitpS.EO
Horse No. 1, each
4.00 4.60 helping to provide the necessaries of
Horse No. 2, each
2. 60 7 3.00
Ulue and pony, each
Colt, each
60
.80 life, depending on others for food and
clothing while they fight, the Industrial
Green Salted Pelt.
Lamb and Sheep, each
.6002.60 order Is thrown completely out of balSpring lamb, each
.46
O
II
Bjjearllngg, each :
The ship of state la passing
.10
.60 ance.
through troubled waters. What can
MISCELLANEOUS MARKETS.
we do, what must w do, to Insure sai
passage t
Price for Metals.
Bar silver. 99 Uo,
Copper. (21.114.
How to Prevent It
.
Lead, 17.00.
Spelter. 86.82.
World want cannot be prevented by
Tungsten concentrates,
per unit. hoardings. Neither Is anyone's safety
money he
concan dependent on the amount of
Boulder. Colo. Tungsten
trates, 60 per cent, t20.0022.60 Pr has hidden away. Safety depends on
unit: crude ores. 40 per cent. 822.000 the sane, wise, unselfish use of the re26.00; 26 per cent, flf.00
13.60; 10 per
sources of the nation. Every man's reoeni, ev.iut ia.su.
sources are the resources of the naIJl
Duluth. Minn. Linseed fS.9B04.O8: tion. Safety depends on the willingarrive. 8176; May, 197 bid; July, ness of the Individual to share now
With the government every resourc
Price of Seaar.
b possesses thought activities, mon
Sugar
New
York.
Centrifugal, ey. The right free nse
these, our
a.uuo una granuiaiea, 1.10.
powers, should be towards production,
Grain, la Mlaaeapolla.
Of what avail will
Minneapolis, Minn. Corn No. I yl not restriction.
money be later, If tier should b lit
low, 1.481.68.
8
Oats No.
white, 189870.
tle or nothing to buy 7 The govern'
Flax 14.024.04.
Rye 82.63S.6t.
ment Is trying to speed op production.
Barley 11.41 1.80.
Help on
It will try harder
Bran 883.14.
towards your own safety and the safe
Flour Unchanged.
ty of all by helping th government
Bostoa W1 Trad.
Therefore, buy Thrift stamps, War
Boston.
Wool Scoured basis: Texas
12 months. 11.7101.76: fin. 8 Saving stamps, Liberty bonds.
.Fine.
months, 81. f 6 1.60.
So do yon put your hand, with all
staple, 81. 8891.87;
Territory Fin
d
combing, 11.7601.78: three- - th other hands, on the helm of our
eighths-bloo- d
combing, 81.6001.66; fin
clothing, 81. 6001.68; fin
medium ship, and become one of the pilots who
clothing, fl.66Ol.80.
will steer it through the stores to a
Pulled Extra, 81.8091.88; AA, 8L70
sai harbor.
vi.iv; a super, ilivoi.ii.
Boog hoga

818.7501T.4O
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Be Made.

of the

Told by Mr. Lynch From
Own Experience.

was all ron
Providence, R. L
down in health, was nervous, had head"
nenes, my dock
ached all the time,
had
I was tired andanyno ambition for
thing. I had taken
a number of medicines which did mo
no good. One day
I read about Lydia
E. Plnkham's Vegetable Compound and
what it bad don for
'í' women, so I tried
My nervousness
it
and backache and
headaches disappeared,
I trained in
weight and feel fine, so. I can honestly
recommend Lydla E. Pinkbam's Vegetable Compound to any woman who Is
suffering as I was." Mrs. Adeline B.
Lynch, 100 Plain St, Providence, R. L
Backache and nervousness are symptom or nature's warnings, which indicate a functional disturbance or aa
unhealthy condition which often develops into a more serious ailment
Women in this condition should not
continue to drag along without help, but
profit by Mrs. Lynch s experience, and
try this famous root and herb remedy,
Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound and for special advice writ to
Lydia E. Pinkham Med.Co., Lynn, Masa.
"The right Is more predous than
peace.

Important to Mothers
carefully every bottle Of
OASTORIA, that famous old remedy
Examine

tor Infants and children, and see that
Bears the
Signature of (
In Use for Over 80

It

lears.

Children Cry for Fletcher's CastorU
To be effective sympathy should
ways be backed by a little capital.

al-

$100 Reward, $100
Is a local disease greatly Infla
need by constitutional conditions.
It
therefore requires constitutional treat
ment. HALL'S CATARRH MKDICINg
la taken Internally and acts through th
Blood on th Mucous Surfaces of th System. HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINB
destroys th foundation of th dlseas,
ives the patient strength by Improving
fhe
general health and assists nature Iq
doing Its work. 8100.00 for any caí oi
Catarrh
that HALL'S CATARRH
MEDICINE) fails to cur.
Prugglsta 76c. Testimonials free.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio.
Catarrh

A man's actual measure Is never
marked off on his tombstone.

GREEN'S AUGUST FLOWER
Has been used for all ailments that
tre caused by a disordered stomttch

and Inactive liver, such as sick head-ichconstipation,
sour stomach,
nervous indigestion, fermentation of
food, palpitation of the heart caused by
gases in the stomach. August Flower
Is a gentle laxative, regulates digestion
both In stomach and intestines, cleans
and sweetens the stomach and alimentary canal, stimulates the liver to se
crete the bile and impurities from the
blood. Sold In all civilized countries.
Give it a trial. Adv.
e,

True wit is always Incidental
usually accidental.

and

Make the laundress hsrmv tint's TtA
Cross Bag Blue. Makes beautiful.
white clothes. All good grocers. Adv.

cu

"Success, Is the bride of endeavor."

Back Lame and Achy?
There's little peace when your kidneys are weak and while at first there
may be nothing more serious than dull
backache, sharp, stabbing pains, headaches, dizzy spells and kidney irregularities, you must act quickly to avoid
more serious trouble, dropsy, gravel.
the
.t
I
r iii s disease.
j.
J:
ucai ly uisetuie,
US
trigal
Doan's Kidney Pills, the remedy that
ia so warmly recommended evervwViira
by grateful users.

A Colorado Case

.

Charlea B. Monroe, 114 Cleveland
Ave.,
Loveland,
Colo., says: "I
had sharp twinges
In my back and
was laid up. My
gave out
back
easily and it was
out of th question for me to
stoop. As soon as
I used Doan's
Kidney Pills. I
got relief and I
continued taking

them until I was
they will cur others and I am only
too glad to recommend them."
Cal Doaa's al Any Stat. 60

Boa

DOAN'SJLV
FOSTERrMILBURN

CO,

BUFFALO, N. Y,

Fair and Square

THE CLAYTON NEWS

GERMANY'S PLAN
MANY AGES OLD

GIRLS

HELP

FRANCE

Helping the Heat and Hilk Supply

Red Cross Worker Tells Thrilling
Tale of Experience.
win over there, Germany
carry
Spirit of Militarism and Conquest the conquest over here. It will
Is asport
of her colossal plan. Else why this Pays
Is as Old as Germany
Glowing Tributa to the Wonder-

elaborate spy system In America T Man,
ful Spirit of the French
It Is a more complete organization than
Itself.
Soldiers.
our own government
If hey come,
of course, we are willing to die for our
Chicago. Miss Giadys M. Spencer
iountry, which Is noble and brave, but
SEEK
CONTROL
OF WORLD what of our womenfolk? There lies of Highland Park, III., told i:0 girls,
the reddest Hell of the war, brother. ranging from seventeen yenrs of age,
Remember the unspeakable violation her experiences as a Red Cross worker
of Belgium.
In France, antL. girls everywhere will
Failure Due to Fact That It Did Not
And remember It we who have be thrilled over her talk.
Include a Reckoning With Hunot gone to France, should do our part
"Once while I was very close to the
man Nature ae God
to plant such crops as we never be- front lines with my ambulance." she
Made It
fore planted, to support as we never snld, "I wns puf In charge of several
before supported such movements as other machines nnd ordered to return
(By HAPtfBURQ LIEBE of the Vig- the Liberty loan and the Red Cross, the wounded to the base hospitals. It
and to suppress German propaganda. wns then that I had my first real good
ilantes.)
Solan, and Amen. Go to It
opportunity to observe the wonderful
The iverage man of those who
spirit of the French soldiers. They
have kept tip with current events dur-- remain quiet no matter how much
Ing the last few years will tell yon
pain they are In, and there Is very litthRt Germany's colossal plnn Is 40
'6 tle grumbling. Always you can find a
years old. As a mutter of fact, the :! WORKS IN FACTORY AND
And they are going to win the
seeds of It were sown more than a S
GIVES WAGES TO POOR & smile.
war!"
dozen times 40 years ago. The spirit
It Is dlfllcult to realize that a tcniler-lof militarism and conquest and might-Is-rtg- K
Pittsburgh. Pa. Mrs. noward JJ
reared American girl handled herIs as old as the Teutonic war
a
McCrady,
C.
society
fnvorlte. J self wtth so much poise In a
JJ
aarty, which Is as old as Germany
by
JJ
Is doing her bit
working ten
aren. The group of girls she was
The majority of the other cahours and 45 minutes every duy V addressing were prepnrlng themselves
tions saw plenty of signs of the mon- V for the Union Switch and Signal
J to face the same dangers, anil thouster, for the war lords were brag- X company.
Every morning
sands of other American jrlrls nnd
garts, and they could not refrain from ? 6:4!) Mrs. McCrady rides In at
her
women ns nurses are mote than doiiiu
boasting of their scheme. The wongreen automobile to the gnr- - JJ
J big
bits.
der f all Is tl.at these other nations, Jj
age near the plant, stables her J their
"On another occasion." she conthe tJnlted State Included, have not
machine, walks Into the plant.
"I drove my ambulance to a
been taking preparatory and defensive
dons a uniform of khaki blouse. C tinued,
freight
house to remove some large
measures for several decades.
$ overalls and cop and works on 0
The dltlmate aim of the plan was, jj a lathe making cylinders for K boxes. Only old Tien were left to lift
of course, the complete control and i the Liberty motors until o:.T0 S the boxes, or men convalescing from
wound. The boxes were too heavy
kulturizarlnn of the world. It was
each evening.
The wages she
born of brains tendered
brutish JJ earns are turned over to a poor $ for them, so three other women and
the curs.
through the over and over Intermarryfamily. Mr. Mcurady Is In the Z myself pitched in ami loadedwistfully.
The men smiled sndly and
ing of an autocracy that was bnrba-rla- n
army.
"The spirit of the entire French peoto begin with.
A little like a
...
- moon-cal- f.
ple Is sunny. They are delighted over
It wns at the outset, but Its
America, and they firmly believe that
morally befuddled parents fostered If
PJea for Woman Power.
until they actually believed It posBoston. Mrs. Frances B. Snyre, with our help the Germans will be a
sessed rare virtues; and they Inocu- daughter of President Wilson, mnde an thing of the pnst in a very short time."
lated the people with Its germs until appeal at a mass meeting at Simmons
college for womon power to aid In the
the people themeslvea fell for It
Sweetheart's Initials on Hose.
fight for world democracy. Her
n
Los Angeles, Cnl. Wearing Initials
Human Nature Left Out
of freedom was: "Freedom of of their Rohlier sweethearts on their
So far this plan has failed, however right living, under right Ideas, Is the
silken hose Is the latest fad among
narrowly, for the simple reason that only freedom nnd Is the greatest free- Los Angeles movie stars. The only
It did not Include a reckoning with dom. Just as we need man power, we drawback to the new fashion Is caused
the human nature that God made. The need woman power. We need the wom- by complications when two girl
Boldlermen of other nations are Ic the an power of the United States right friends displaying Initials of the same
long n stronger than the
here at home."
soldier chance to meet.
Iron soldiers of Germany. It Is
the thorough organization of the GerJAPANESE WOMEN AID RED CROSS
man armies that has been the chief
difficulty of the entente-- allies. Pert
........... ...... ..v
M&HWWWWHWA
haps the greatest strength of the plan
Itself, however, lay In the very stu- - pendousness of It Few would believe that any one nation would dure
attempt to enslave the rest of the
world. Half the rest of the world does
not realize It yet. It Is too big for
Their Imaginatheir Imaginations.
tions are, naturally, peace-timThis Is the main trouble with us
here In America. So many of us will
not see what we are facing or what
we' are flghftng for. If we did see, the
success of the Liberty Loan and the
and
Red Cross drives, the
g
campaigns, would be
tie
much greater. It's of no use now to
harp that our administration leaders
should have seea the signs of the times
arveral years ago; It kills no German
to blame our representatives at Washington for having been In the post,
not statesmen, bu politicians serving
.heir own Instead of their country'a Interests during those fat, sleepy years
before Germany pried open the gates
of Hell and loosed Its legions upon
earth. The one thing to do now Is to
of mistakes and
make stepping-stone- s
work for Liberty I
The Pregnant Truth. '
'
There Is a great 'deal of truth which
we must not let go by us. x You are apt
to push out your chest, I know, and
say: "Impossible I" Let me remind
!
, ,
V
you of the fact that the last three fc ; C Wl,rn Nipiir Union,
f i
years have been crowded with achieveForty-twments of the Impossible I Here Is that
Japunese women of New York huve formed a Red Cross
pregnant truth: If we let Germany auxlllury to help this country win the war.

(Special Information Service. United States Department of Agricultura.)

CONVERT NATION TO CHEESE, WOMEN'S TASK

1

4

y

Women

Food Specialists

in Washington

Entertaining

Officials of the United, t.j
Food Administration at a CoVv J

States Department of Agriculture and the

tage Cheese Luncheon.

;

--

Cottage Cheese Sausage.

COTTAGE CHEESE

e.

food-savin-

g

fuel-savin-

'

''

'"
o--

AS STAPLE FOOD

--

'irj

Thirty

Pounds of Skim
Milk Available for Making
with bread crumbs. ;. Blend tipwuiut;1
Substitute for Meat.
butter and onion with, the cheese, ,nnl 'v
mix them with the bread crumbs," , , t
'j,.no
Billion

,

IMPROVED

form Into flat cakes, dust with .bread
crumbs or cornmeal, nnd fry a delicate i
brown In a little fat In H hot frying :. 15
' ' '
':o i.'o-.;n
pan.
Cottage Cheese Tart;!
.;"io

ij

WAYS OF SERVING

defj-nitlo-

1

1

cupful
cottage H tenapoonfüj,'pow "
- : v'r
cheese
dered sane '
'
1 cupful
dry bread Vi t a t '
i
crumbs, or H cup- ful thyme.' r:
ful
cold cooked 1 teaspoonfuj aalt
.:it
cupful
lice and H
iperteuapoonful,:ietila
breadcrumbs
H
cupful
teaopoonful soda .
peanut
"
butter
or more
14
cupful chopped 1 tabtpupoonftti
f - ,0
tldj
peanut meats
chopped :onlon
Mix all dry ingredients thoroughly'! Jo

Federal and State Agencies Organized
to Convince American Housewives
of Great Value How to Make
Some of New Dishes.

s

.

COTTAGE CHEESE LUNCHEON.
Astonishment

Cream of Cottage Cheese Soup
Croutons.

Second Course

o

Cottage Cheese Bauiages

"

'

:

'

1

-l

Soften the cheese with the milk. Add
pnr( of th whipped crenini' and tha i.io
flavoring, which should: ba very .dell-- ,
cate. Fold In last the beaten egg t,
whites.!. Heap, lightly . Into h. ready.p
cooked, delicately browned, pastry
cases, made by. baking pie. crust la,if,cj
muffin' tins or on
of 'la-- ; t'i.
verted pie tins. Garnish' the' top-- Of
the tart with the rest of th Whipped o"
cream, and with fresh or canned fruft
If desired. This makes a large 'one-crupie or tart
. ,,
j''
;j , '..,
, .
... ; K,
Conservation Crust
14 cupful
cornmeal. 14 teaapoonf ul bak ujto
..
, , a
.cornflour or other Ing powder
I tablospoonfula o , ....
subatltuta
14 cupful
of wheat shortening
Cold water to ml
flour
.
v'- (About hi cupful)
teeapoonful salt
Slff together the dry Ingredients, cut
In the shortening, blending It thois
oughly with the dry materials. , MixJr,,.
with very cold water to a rather stiff . i v:
dough. Roll as thl n as ca n he handled, w
Line, two pie tina and ose the trim- - .'
mlng to cross-bn- r
the fops If desired. '
This cirust may b"e bnked before the1" "
pip. If the nature of the filling makes ;
It desirable.
..
H,
i Cottage Cheese Salad.Cbttage cheese lends Itself especial
"
ly well to salads. " If enough Is used, "
the salad may serve as the main dish'"
of tho meal. French, mayonnaise' and " '
boiled dressing all go well with cheese
, ,. r
salad.
Cottage Cheese and- - Peanut Butter
Soup,
1 tableipoonful
but- - ,
t cupfula milk
t tablespoonfuls of ter
,
' 1 cupful
flour
of cottage
h

the-botto-

st

,

.

,

i

K

,

,

'

t

Interest

Creamed

cot- -

taae cheese

Almost 30,000,000,000 pounds of skim
milk are available for making cottage
cheese. Skim milk made Into cheese-iseven times more valuable as a food
than as a feed for live stock. A pound
of cottago cheese used In the home
releases a pound of ment for shipment
,.'
.
to our soldiers.
These were the actuating principles
behind the organization of a cottage
cheese demonstration corpa of the
dnlry division, United States department of agriculture, which recently
undertook a nation-wid- e
drive to make
cottage cheese a staple food throughout the land. Forty-seve- n
women
specialists from almost as many states
make up the corps that will carry the
message.
These women have been In training
In Washington for several weeks learning how to make cottage cheese and
how to serve it in the newest and most
attractive dishes, Jn the accompanying picture 'they are shown demonstrating their new creations in a
cottage cheese luncheon to officials of
The
the department of agriculture.
luncheon was held In one of the rodms
Among the
of the dnlry division.
guests were Assistant Secretaries Carl
Vroomnn, Raymond A. Pearson and
Clarence Ousley, Dean II. L.. Russell
of the food administration, chiefs of
several bureaus and a acore of the
department's food and demonstrating
experts. Here is what the guests ate :

First Course

I teasbootifuls temo''1'"
Juice
Whites
of 1 egrFew gratings of TeniV
A
' on rind
beaten stiff
1
cupful of heavy I te I tableMpoonfuls
cream, whipped
sweet tnllK
laupful sugar
oupfula fit,

11-- 8

Pota-to- e

tablespoonfuls pea- -

cheese
teaapoonful 'aoda
'
or mora
Cayenne pepper'
Julee
Bit of bay leaf and 1 teaapoonful aalt
ground sag

nut butter
Few dropa of onion

i

HITS AT WARMONGERS
Maximilian Harden Says
Should Be Muzzled.

They

German Editor Flnda No Justification
For Gloating Over Alleged Teutonic Triumphs.
London.

By reading the following

extract from a recent number of the

Zukunft, Maximilian Uarden's German
newspaper, one may understand why
II err Harden Is In constant difficulties
with the military authorities :
"After all, w'hat special Justification
and the
Is there for the
war at any price mouth heroes to gloat
over recent triumphs over the EngPan-Germa-

lish!
"It

have
contrived to bring It about that In an
English hotel or boarding bouse no
more meat la supplied at breakfast and
that afternoon tea guests receive only
an ounce and a half of bread or cake.
Also ao I I maid of Dover, who fed
la

true that the

ts

her fourteen little dogs with milk and
biscuits, has had to atone for her
crime with a five pound note. All this,
however, does not yet spell the decay
of the British empire.
"It Is time that the warmongers
were muzzled and that the authorities
once for all gave "them to understand
thnt they aro determined, whenever
the claims of any nation or group of
peoples are found to be Justified, that
Germany would honestly eld them In
establishing themselves on a clean basis of
"May our rulers reflect while yet
there Is time that, unless a new order
be substituted for the old one of violence and force, human life will become Intolerable and all hopes of human development will be rendered
sterile for ages to come.
"Questions of the very highest Import are at stake, questions that are
not concerned about securing Germany's world power, but that Involve
the utilization of that power In the unbuilding of a new, bright and Joyful
human world. In which, If Its foundations are to stand strong for nil time,
every nation, the greatest, the small

est Gprnmny br Well ns all the others
must sucrlflce self to secure its
neighbor's welfare.
"This Is the command of the hour.
Dure Germany hesitate In obeying It?"
MOTHER

- GIVES

SONS

SIX

St. Louis

Woman Offers Another
stance of Sacrifice Mothers
Are Making.

In-

,

Kfc- - Louis, Mo.
Another outstanding
Instance of th sacrifice mothers are
making In the wnr Is shown in the announcement thnt Mrs. Adele Vlght-mn- n
of this city, has given her six
sons to Uncle Sam. Three of the hoys,
Thomas J., William R. and Charles M..
are serylpg n the flying service, while
the other three, Richard M., Joseph S.
and Paul V. have enlisted In the In'

fantry.-

Gives 6tamps for Change.
Warren,' Pa. A landlord here hus
an electric sign on his desk und when
a patron steps up to settle bis bill the
sign Is flushed. "Will you tuke .Thrift
stamps for your chaugej"
'

Mustard Pleklea
Graham Mumna Cortea
Whey Honey.

...

.Third Course Admiration.
Cottage Cheese Salad

Wafers

Whey Punch.

'

Fourth Course

Devotion.
Cottage Cheese Tart

a)

Mints.

Five women demonstrators started
the campaign In Cleveland. On a few
dnys later. The others will go toother
big cities, small towns and rural communities. Women will be taught how
to make cottage cheese. Its food value
and how to use It Regular home
demonstrators and county agents of
the states' relation service will help
the cottuga cheese force and experts
from tho burenu of markets will
and assist food dealers to
make cot tace cheese one i of their
Representatives ) of
regular staples.
the state extension forcea also- will
Meanwhile the commercial
help.
dairying experta of tho department
are working with the big creameries
to turn their skim milk Into this product to meet the big, demand certain to
J.,,,
V,
develop.,.
)
n era is how to make aotue of iba
nr eottagn cheese dishes: ' '
.

,',

'

14

'i

.
i

i

Iteat the milk with the bay lear, '
salt, pepper and onion Juice In a double
.
boiler. Soften the butter and blend
with it the flour. Tonr hot milk: gradually on this paste and beat until
smooth. Bring to a boll and cook over
hot, water for ten minutes, then cool
slightly. Blend cottage cheese, soda
and peanut butter, softening with a,',
little of the warm sauce to a smooth
thick cream. Add tho cream to the ,
sauce and reheat carefully. Avoid ,.
boiling the sauce, for this will tough- - i
en the cheeae. Serve with croutons.
"
.

.

i

The hog Is a. grazing aultnul und
should never be confined to small pena
and yards ; they need a variety of food,
pure; water and grass range, shade In

hot weather,
.'

i

j

.

'

;

, .,.

.

There are ttany klnda of aatlsfae
tory hoghouses which can be bollt at
comparatively low cost

.A

Ground oats make an excellent
for growing calvea. t": t
.

,

;

'

A couimoa ww, may be a good an
ma but she la not the best i

.

'I

.I.I

TUS CLAYTON HEWS
(Continued from 1st page,

feoc. 2)

ut th proposed road would nec
sáltate another railroad crossing with

lay

Done In open court this 3rd day of
April, 1111,
T. J. EDMONDSON,

Chairman.
Attest: JUAN J. DURAN, Clerk.
any
serving
without
In ald distance
useful nurnose.
Roy, N. My
IÍ, 118.
WHEREFORE, we recommend that To the Hon. Board of March
Commissioners
ComCounty
of
the Honorable Board
of Union County, State of New Mex
mlaalonera disallow aald petition an
Ico:
propoaed
road.
open
bald
decline lo
Greetings:
A. C. LOVELESS,
We, the undersigned,
appointed
J. A. BOTD,
viewers to view a certain road In
KITTS.
W.
J.
Union county beginning at a point
Viewers.
designated as the 8W end of Road No.
33 and eftdlng at the N'E corner of sec-ti- n
ÍRDER APPROVING REP.ORT AND
34, Twnshlp 20, N Range 28 via
DISALLOWING ROAD:
Albert postoffice beg leave to report
The Board In regular session thl as follows:
That tul J viewers started to view
3rd day of April, lili, took up for
consideration the report 01 me view mid roaj at the point first herein
23rd and 24th days
era of the above road heretofore ap d?sig.iktel
pointed to view and report on aald of February, 1918, as directed, that
road: and the Board having consta we have traversed the entire length
ered laid report and being otherwise or said route as designated In the pub
lie notice and have carefully Investi
fullv advlaed therein:
every detail of said route.
It la therefore ordered that aald gated
Mr. A. C. Loveless, County Highway
petition le, nd is I ereby In all respect
Commissioner and also one of the viewft l' roved.
It la further ordered that aald pe ers In above mentioned road made
i It inn be. and la hereby disallowed drawing surveyed said road and will
and that aald road petitioned for be furnish you with plats giving exact
location of said road.
nnt
The above mentioned road damagDone in open court this 3rd day of
ing a portion of Mr. Nlcklus Hyoi's
April, 1918.
land, we suggest that he be allowed
T. J. EDMONDSON.
Chairman the sum of 85.00 per acre as damages
as per drawings which will be subAttest: JUAN J. DURAN, Clerk.
mitted by Mr. A. C. Loveless.
It is also agreed that Mr. T. J,
BOARD OF
TO THE HONORABLE
gave permission to erect
COMMISSIONERS, UNION COUNTY, Heinmann
two (2) gates with automobile cross
NEW MEXICO:
Ings one on the east line and one on
RmI Vlewera Report
We, the underlined, road viewers the west line of his pasture where
appointed to view a road beginning at said road crosses his land
We hereby recommend the establish
the BW corner of the NW14 of Sec, 23,
Two'. 26. N R II E., beg leave to re ment of the said road as herein deport aa filows: That we believe this scribed.
Respectfully submitted,
road from this point of beginning; to
8. E. PAXTON,
and for one half mile north to be ImGEO. B. SPIVET,
practicable.
We would recommend
A. C. LOVELESS,
that aald road begin at the Apache
Road Viewers.
school house, which is southeast corner
of Sec. 16, T. 26, 36 E., nd Intersect
ORDER
APPROVING
one-haREPORT AND
mile north
this petitioned road
GRANTING ROAD NO. 60.
of point of beginning of this said peThe
bord
regualr
in
session this 3rd
titioned road; thence follow said line
as asked for In petition to state line. day of April, 1918, took up for consid
report
eration
the
of
the viewers of
We find persons claiming the following
damages: J. C. Fair Is, 80 fenoe posts the above road heretofore appointed
to
report
on
view
and
said road- - No.
nd one wire one mile, and Wm. Walters should have one .mile; three wire 60 and the board having considered said
fence consisting of eighty posts, sev- report and all claims made thereto,
en spools of wire, and that A. L. Rat-cli- and being otherwise fully advised
v
should have one mile of fence or therein:
It Is further ordered that said re
eighty posts and seven spools of wire
which we recommend should be paid. port as the same appears above, be,
and Is hereby in all respects
Respectfully submitted,
lf

ff

C. LOVELESS,
R. Q. PALMER,
R. O. COX,

A.

It Is further ordered that Buid roud
and the same Is hereby opened for travel and deolared a public
Viewers.
highway 60 feet wide, beginning at
ORDER APPROVING! REPORT IN the SW end of Road 33 and ending at
NE come of Sec. 34, Tp. 20, N H
PART AND GRANTING ROAD NO. the
28 east, by the way of Albert I'osH.
48.
The Board

No. 50 be,

session this
took up for
consideration the report of the viewers of the above road heretofore appointed to view and report on said road
No. 48, and the board having considered said report and all claims made
thereto and being otherwise fully advised therein:
It Is therefore ordered that said report as the same appears above, except as to damages allowed therein,
be and Is hereby In all other respects
approved.
It is further ordered that said road
No. 48 be and the same Is hereby opened for travel and declared a public
hlghay 60 feet wide, beginning at the
Apache school house which is the
southest corner of section 16, Tp. 26
N R 36 east and intersect this petitioned road one half mile north of point
of beginning of this particular road,
thence follow said line as asked for In
petition, to state line, all of said descriptions being in Tp. N R 36 eaBt.
The clerk Is hereby ordered to cause
notices to be poted at three public
places along the line of said road giving all parties notice that said road
has beeri deolared a public highwy.
Kone In open court this 3rd day of
April. 1918.
lar

3rd day of April,' 1918,

T. J. "EDMONDSON,

Chairman.
Attest: JUAN J. DIRAN. Clerk.
We, the undersigned,

Feb. 16, 1918.

roud viewers
from SE corner of
Sec. 15, Tp. 23, N R 35 east, east on
section line to Its Intersection with
the line of New Mexico and Texas and
we find the road open for 7 miles and
for the benefit of the public shuld be
opened to the state line, and the opening of this road will be more benefit
to any and all parties along said line
than It will be damage.
of road running

A. C. LOVELESS,
A. J. PAYNE,
W. E. SUMMERS,

l

Viewers.

ORDER APPROVING
GRANTING

REPORT

ROAD NO. 19:
in regular pesnion

AND

The board
this
day of April, 1918, took up for
consideration the report of the viewers of the abovo road heretofore appointed to view and report on said
road N. 49; and the board having considered said report made thereto and
being otherwise fully advised therein:
It Is therefore ordered that said report us the same appears above be,
and Is hereby In all respects approved.
It I i further ordered that said road
No. 49 be and the same Is hereby opened for travel and declared a public
highway 60 feet wide, beginning at
the SE corner of sectlo-- i 15, Tp. 23 N
It. 35 east on section line to Its Intersection between the state lines of New
Mexico and Texas.
The clerk la hereby ordered to cause
notices to be posted at three public
places along the line of such road giving 11 parties notice that said, road
has been declared a public highway.
3rd

office.

The clerk lis hereby orered to cause
notices to be posted at three' public
pluces along the line of such road glv-i- n
all parties notice that said road has
been declared a public highway.
Done In open court' this 3rd day of
April,

1918.

T. J. EDMONDSON,

Chairman.
Attest: JUAN J. DURAN, Clerk.
DesMoines,

March 8, 1918.
To the Honorable Board of County
Commissioners, Union County, Clay- -'
N. M.,

ton. New Mexico;

Greetings:
We, the undersigned, road viewers
of the following proposed road
Beginning at the section corner of
Sec. 1, 2, 11 and 12, Twp. 29 N R 29
east, thence north 1 mile, thence east
along the Twp line 7 miles SE corner
of Sec. 36 Tp. 30 N R 30, thence north
miles, thenoe east 4 miles, thence
north 1 mile, thence east 2 miles,
thence north 1 mile, thence east 6Vi
miles, to where the road forks,
the
north fork from this point running
pruclcalty northeast across the E
of
Sec. 6. Tp. 30 N. R. 33, thence practically north through the center of
Sec. 81 and 30, Tp 31 N R 33 along
what is known as the Travecere Can
yon road.
The main Oklahoma line again
at the SE corner of SW,
Sec. 12, Tp. 30 N R 32 running east
on the Sec. line to the SE corner of
Sec. 27, Tp. 21 N R 33, thence east one
mile,
thence in angling directions
ucrotm Sec. 23 and 24 on what is known
as the Peacock Canyon road.
1'id on the 7th and 8th of March
view the above proposed road, as per
order of the Hon. Board and we hereby recommend that sume be opened us
petitioned and do not find anyone dam
aged any more than benefitted, ex-eII. B. Deathrldge whose pasture
will bo cut and In this part of the
road there Is an arroya that will need
a culvert and by building said culvert
large enough for stock to pass through
and pay him 880 for putting this wie
mile of extra fence, or furnish material for same.
to-w-

com-nencl-

pt

A. C. LOVELESS,

HAL FRANKLIN.
II. T. AMOS,
Roud Viewers.
ORDER API'ROVINO REPORT AND
i RANTING
ROAD NO. 61:
The Board In regular session this
3rd day of April, 1918, took up for con,

sideratlon the report of the viewers
of the above road heretofore appoint
ed to view and report on said road No.
61, and the board having considered
said report and all claims made there
to and being otherwise fully advised
therein:
It is therefore ordered that said re
port as the same apeara above be, and
is hereby in all respect approved.
It la further ordered that said road
61, be and the samo Is hereby opened
for travel and declared a publio highway 60 feet wide, beginning at the SE
cornor of the SW14 Sec. 12, Tp. 80 N
.

I

Advertise
'

I

it in

j this

i

Paper
A

running east on the section line
to the SE corner of Sec. 16 Tp. 30 N R
33, thence north 4 miles to the NW
corner of Sec. 27, Tp. 21 N R 33 thence
east one mile, thence In an angling
direction across sections 23 and 24 on
what Is known as the Peacock Can
yon road.
The clerk Is hereby ordered to cause
notices to be posted at three public
places along the line of such road glv
Ing all parties notice that said road
has been deolared a publio highway.
Done In open court this 3rd day of
April, IMS.
T. J. EDMONDSON,
Chairman.
Attest: JUAN J. DURAN, Clerk.
R 32

It is now ordered that court do now
adjourn until 9 o'clock a. m. tomor
row.
(Continued Npxt Week.!
IN THE DISTRICT COURT
In the Eighth Judicial District Court
Within and for Union County, New
Mexico:
M.

VIGIL, Plaintiff,

vs.
JOSE DE LA LUZ BACA,
SERAPIO MIERA.
MARTIN LUCERO.

No. 1117

NOTICK III' SALE
Under and by virtue of a judgment
issued out of the above named court
in the above titled cause for Fifteen
Hundred and Sixty-on- e
and Fifteen
One hundredths dollars ($1,561.16) with
Interest thereon, at the rate of 12 per
cent per annum from the 12th day of
April A. D. 1913, against the above
named defendants and under' and by
virtue of a writ of execution issued
by the clerk of said court on the 6th
day of April. 1918. I. the undersigned
sheriff of Union county. New Mexico,
having levied on and taken Into my
possession about 200 head of cattle be- -'
longing to the defendant, Jose da la Lut
Baca, and branded J (on left shoulder)
L (on left ribs or side) B (on left hip
or flunk), hereby give public notice
that on Wednesday, the 29th of May,
A. P., 1918, at thjhour of 10:00 o'clock
In the forenoon at the Delfín Eapinoza
ranch at Moses, In sáid Union county.
New Mexico will offer for sale and
sell to the highest; bidder for cash the
said above described livestock, or so
much thereof as may. be necessary to
satisfy the jiald judgment, with interest thereon nt the rate of 12 per cent
per annum from the, said 23rd day of
April, 1913, to "he date of said sale,
amounting to Nine Hundred Fifty-nin- e
and ninety one hundredths
dollars
($959.90), together with the. costs of
court accruing since the rendition of
said Judgment amounting to Six and
Fifteen. one hundredths dollars, ($6.15)
and the costs of said sale.
Duted, Clayton, New Mexico.this
25th day of April. 1918.
-

SUTTON,

Sheriff of Union County, N.
A. James McDonald, Attorney for
Plaintiff. Clayton, N. M.
4.27-5-1-

024-88-

M.

8.

-

sttVrfétt

-

NOTICE BY PUBLICATION.

The following named defendants and
each of them,
Elmer,A. Becket,
the unknown heirs of Elmer A, Becket,
Manuel Lechuga, the unknon heirs of
Manuel Lachuga, Cordelia A. Smith,
the unknown heirs of Olin E. Smith,
deceased, F. G. Waldo otherwise known
as F. OI Waddle, the unknon heirs of
F. G. Waddle, Kate Smith, otherwise
known as Mrs. Kate Smith, a, widow,
otherwise knon as Rilla (Kate Smith)
Owens, the unknown heirs of Rilla,
(Kate Smith) Owens, Edward Owens,
otherwise known as Edward Owne
Axteo Land and Cattle Company, a
corporation, Alfred W. Dick', and all
unknown claimants of interests In the
premises (said premises being the real
estate hereinafter described) adverse
to the plaintiff, and all of them are
hereby notified that a suit has been
commenced in the Distriot Court of
the Eighth Judicial District of the
State of New Mexico, and County of
Union, being Cause No. 3235, b y the
plaintiff, to quiet title to certain
tracts and parcels of land situate in
the county of Union and state of New
Mexico, described as follows,
All that portion of lots three (3) and
four (4) and the south half of the
northwest quarter of section two (2),
in township twenty-fiv- e
(26) north,
of range thirty-fiv- e
(35) east, of the
New Mexico meridian, New Mexico, lying west of the Colorado and Southern
Railway
containing nine
o
(92 4) acres more
and one-haor less.
Plaintiff prays that on final hearing
of said cause, the title and estate In
and to the said tracts and parcels of
land above described be established as
estate and property of the said plaintiff
ugainst the adverse claim or claims
of said defendants, and each and every and all of them and that said de
fendants and each and all of them be
barred And forever estopped from hav
ing or claiming any right title or Interest in or to said land, real estate and
premises, or any part thereof, adverse
to plaintiff, and that plaintiffs title
to said real eBtate and premises be fur- ever quieted and set at rest. That un
less you, the said defendants, and
each' of you enter your appearance In
said cause on or before the 81st day of
May, A.- D.. 1918. decree nro confesso
and judgment by default wftl be rendered ,and entered against you and eaoh
of you. .Plaintiff prays for general re
to-w- it:

'

to-w- lt:

NOTICK OF CONTEST

Department of the Interior,
United
States Land Office. "
Clayton, New Mexico, April 9, 1918.
To Mary It. Puterbaugh, C6447,
of
Pennington, New Mexico, contestee:
You are notified that L. B. Crist who
gives Pennington, New Mexico as his
postoffice address, did on March 8, 1918
file in this office his duly corroborated
application to contest and secure the
cancellation of your homestead entry
,
No.
serial No. 021540 made January 22, 1916, for SEÍ4 NWK EV4 SWÍ4
Sec. 4 and NE14 NW14 and W
NE Vi
section 9, Township 23 N Range 31 E
N. M. P. meridian, and as the grounds
for his contest lie alleges that entry-woma- n
has during the life of the
only made occasional visits to the
land in question, had abandoned said
land for nine months at least, prior
to December 12. 1917, the date she
filed application for a leave of absence;
that said leave was fraudulently obtained f that entry woman has maintained a home elsewhere than on the
land In question; that said absence is
not 'due to. employment In the army,
navy or marine corps nor In the national guard of any state.
You are therefore, further notified
thut the Bald allegations will be taken
as confessed and you said entry will
be cancelled without further right to
be heard, - either before this office or
e
on appeal, If you fall to file In this
within twenty days after the
FOURTH publication of this notice, as
shown below, your answer, under oath,
specifically responding to these allegations of contest, together with due
proof that you have served a copy of
your answer on the said contestant
either In person or by registered mail.
You should state in your answer the
name of the posiofcice to" which you
desire future not íes to be sent to you.
. 'PAZ VALVERDK.
": .
Register.
Date of ,nrsf. publication .April 27.
Date of second publication May 4.
Date of third publication May 11.
Date of fourth publication M.iv' )S. en-t.-- y,

of-le-

...

i.Yi-

3,

.

Defendants.

HAY

JVITICB COURT

,

jl

M

TITO

has filed notice of intention to make
three year proof, to .establish claim to
State of New Mexico,
before
the land abovo described,
Charles P. Talbot, U. 8. CommisCounty of Union.
Justice Court of Precinct No. sioner, at hit office la Clayton, New
1,. L. W. Kingdom, Justice of Mexico, ,on the 21st day of May, 1918.
Claimant names aa witness:
the Peace.
W. T. McCrory, Lewis Booth, Richard
Comley Lumber Company, a corporation
L. Sparks, Juan D. Casados,
all of
Plaintiff,
Clapham,' New Mexico.
vs.
PAZ VALVERDE
W. W. Streetman,
13.
Register.
April
Defendant,
State Bank of Commerce, a corporaNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
tion. Garnishee.
Sale Authorised by "C"
ORDER OF PUBLICATION
TRACT
Whereas a garnishment
suit was DepartmentISOLATED
of the Interior, U. S. Land
filed in Justice Court of L. W. Kingat Clayton, New Mexico, Februdom, for Precinct No. 1, said county Office
ary 9, 1918.
and state, by Comley Lumber Company,
Notice Is hereby given that, as dia corporation, as plaintiff, and against
W. W. fctreetman as defendant, citing rected by the Commissioner of the
Land office, under provisions
State Bank of Commerce, a corporation General
Sec. 2455,. R. 8., pursuant to the
to appear and answer In said cause of
of Christopher C Sheely,
as garnishee for the recovery by plain- application
New Mexico, Serial No.
tiff of defendant of the sum of $147.00 Mt. Dora,
we will offer at publio sale, to th
and Interest on a certain promissory highest
bidder, but at not less than
note, said cause being filed on the
$1.75 per aore, at 10 o'clock A, M-- , on
12th day of April, 1918, and still pending; and whereas State Bank of Com- the 8th day of May 1913, next, at
tract of land;
merce as garnishee has appeared and this office, the following
NEK Section 33, Township it N.,
In NEK
answered "Indebted to defendant
the sunt of $120.00"; and whereas the Rang 33 E., New Mexico Principal
.
defendant has failed to appear and thej Meridian.
open, but
kPtwhen
hek "ale W,U ?ot
plaintiff has made affidavit as
declared
closed
thos
"
quired by law that defendant Is a non- present
hour name have oeased
resident of said state and that his bidding. at theperson
making th highTJie
place of resldenoe Is unknown to
est bid will be required to Immediatly
plaintiff, so that personal service can- pay
to the Receiver the amount therenot be had upon defendant; and whereas A. II. Darden, of Clayton, New Mex. of.
Any person claiming adversely the
Ico, Is attorney of record for plaintiff.
described land are advised to
It Is therefore, ordered that publica- above
or objections, on or
tion to b hd against the plaintiff in file their claims,designated
for sale.
said cause In the Clayton News, a news- before the time
PAZ VALVERDE
paper published In Clayton, said county
Register.
4, 'It.
and state, once a week for four con- April
secutive weeks, beginning on the 27th
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
day pf April, 1918, commanding him,
Sale Authorised by "C"
the said defendant, to appear and plead
ISOLATED TRACT
in said cause on or before the 28th da1
áy thereaf- Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land
of May, 1918, or that 2
ter judgment by default wHl be rend- Office at Clayton, New Mexico, Februered against said defendant, and said ary , 1918.
Notice la hereby given that, as digarnishee condemning said moneys to
the satisfaction of plaintiff's claim as rected by the Commissioner of the
"
General' Land off! be, under provisions
provided by law.
Done at Clayton, New Mexico, this of Sect. 1455. R. 'S., pursuant to the
application of Leffler B. Evans, Mt.
25th day of April, 1918.
Dora, New Mexico. Serial No. 024720
L. W. KINGDOM
publio sale, to the
Justice of the Peace'
18.
April
Precinct No. 1 highest bidder,' but at not less than
$2.00 per acre, at 10 o'clock, A. M., on
IV THE DISTRICT COIRT
the- 8th. day of May, 1918, next, at
STATE OF NEW MEXICO, )
this office, the following tract of land:
) as
SEKSKK Section I, Township 26 N.,
)
COUNTY OF UNION
Range 33 E., N. M. P. Meridian.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT.'
The sale will not be kept pen, but
)
John R. ShotweU,
wlll .be declared closed when those
Plaintiff, )
present at the hour named have oeased
Causé No.
)
3235
vs.
bidding. The person making the highElmer A. Becket, et at. ) Quiet Title
est bid will be required to Immediatly
pay to the Receiver the amount there
Defendants )

,1

444444)4)4444444)44444)4)4)

-

:

right-of-wa-

y,

lf

: :
lief.
Dated, this 24th day of April, A. D.,
;
,
1918..
. Plaintiffs attorney
Is D. A. Paddock.
.I'outof flee address Clayton New
Mexico.
JUAN J. DURAN.
,
;'
Clerk District;-Cour- t
By Ethel Stewart, Deputy.
'
- ''
t.
.

-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION ',
Department of the Interior, V. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico, ApriJ

2nd. 1918.
Notice Is hereby given that Hewitt
Payne, of Clapham, New Mexico, who,'
on April fu, mi, made Homestead En.

try Serial

No.

019S64

for

B'iNWl?

NM.S1,, Section 14, Towiujhlp
23N, r.iKe 8Í East, N. M. P. Meridian,
SVNi:y4.

of.

persons

Any
the

claiming
adversely
land are advised to
file their claims, or objections, on or
before the 'time designated for sale.
PAZ VALVERDE
April
4, '18.
Register.
..
above-describe-

d

....i.

1..

.in

NOTICE OF SUIT

In the District Court of Union County,
New Mexico:

Irene Montano,
"

.

'

I

' Plaintiff

vs.

I
I

Higinlo Montana,
Defendant

NO. 3223

I

To Hlginio Montano, defendant

in the
above cause:
You ire hereby notified that a suit
has been filed against you in the District Court of Union County, iew Mexico, by Irene Montano, the above named
plaintiff, wherein he prays for a de
cree of absolute divorce on the ground
of desertion and abandnment. You are
further notified that unless you enter
your appearance In said cause on or
before the sixth day of June, A. D.
1918, a decree of
will, be
taken against you and the relief prayed for will be granted.

TOOMBS & TAYLOR,

Attorneys for Plaintiff.
Clayton, New Mexico. JUAN J.DCRANApril
11.
Clerk.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. a Land
Office, at Clayton, New Mexico, March
22

1918.

Notice is hereby given that Russell
Henderson, of Clayton, N. M., who, on
January 22. 1915, rqade Homestead En-tr- y
Se rial No. 019093, for the
Section 29; BM SEÍ4, Section 80,
NHNE54 Section 311, and WUNWU of
Section 82. Township 27 N., Range 34
fc,.. New Merico Principal Meridian, has
filed notice of Intention to make Three
Year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, beforo Register
and Receiver, United States Land offloe
at Clayton, N. M., on the 10th. day of
WV4-SWÍ-

4,

May, 1918.

Claimant names as witnesses:

E. U. Jacobs, Amos Wells. R. L.
Mason and Percy Jacobs, all of Clayton,
Mew Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE
April
4, '18.
Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the interior, U. 8. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico, March
'
21, 1918.

Notice Is hereby given that Apolonlo
Salaxar, of Clapham, New Mexico, who
on April 24, 1915, made Homestead
Entry, Serial No. 019903, for Ntf of
NKfc, and SW. of NE14, and Ntf of
SEÍ4, and EH "of NW, and NE
of
SW14, Section 25, Township
22,
N.,
Bang 3 B.N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notto of Intention to make Three
Year Proof,
establish claim to the
lajtd above' described Before Register,
and; Receiver, United States Land Office at Clayton, New Mexico, On th
6th; day of Hay, 1918.
as witnesses:
Clalmbt,ea
Ralph '"Fran. Pedro Frank, Adon
Griego, Deriietro Montoya;'all of Clap-hajNew Mexico."'
PAZ VALVERDE '
April
May 4, '18.
Register.
h.

-

--

(

.

-
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ASSETS
A

$i2.0(iS.7S3!8
$:u. r,o,tii.i;o
Five Thousand Dollar Golden Jubilee Policy
WOULD pay you

liabilities

For Natural Death
5,000.00
For Accidental Doatli
lo.ono.oo
si(H per month
For Temporary Disability
Fop Permanent Total Disability
KTiO.OO
per month for life and !?5,(ioo.oo at death
For Information Write
"

F.

B.

SCHWENTKER,

General

Albuquerque,

Agent,

.New .Mexico

PRESS OF STATE FAVORS DURAN

Distinction At Moderate Price
ft

HE new Grant Six has shown
that a moderately priced car
g
in lines
can still be

Now that a car of Grant Six beauty,
mechanical refinement and extraordinary economy is obtainable, people
who in other years would have
paid several hundred dollars more
arc buying the Grant Six.

smart-appearin-

and finish.
Discriminating people are no longer
satisfied with a car that merely runs
well and rides easily. They want a car

that

is

good-lookin-

But underneath appearance there
must be substance. This the GraN'T
Six has always had. Il has always
been notable for its splendid flexible,
enquiet, iov.tIii1 overhvad-valv- e
gine, its
ivir axle, its
cantilever rear springs and its
electrical system.

too.

g

There's nothing ordinary about
this latest model it has real distinction and "lines where beauty
lingers."
The beauty f tho
'.ra:.t Six
has greatly eUviuu'd its ;:')o,.:i::rit--

full-floati-

c

.

Yo: r Or..'. a v

v

iLar. c:: y other

cf.v-cir-

'.

i::

ard

ios;; to cv;::

'til cor.

ci corAy.v:,.i:'c size.

Price, SI 095 f.o.b. Cleveland
ELECTRIC
Clayton,-r

('(

)

i"

GARAGE
'
New Mexico
M)K

"'

'

r.YRLA

CM

8
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THIS SMALL TRACTOR
FITS ANY FARM
This small Case Tractor is conservatively rated at 9 horsepower draw bar pull and 18 horsepovyer on the belt. It is
more easily handled than a team. It is only 10 ft. 3 in long,
4 ft. 10. wide and 5 ft. 1 in. high. Weighs about 3600 lbs.
It does the work of six horses in the field and a boy can
handle it. You can drive it day and night, never gets
tired. Every farmer can afford one. It will do your work
economically faster and better, so why wait? Order
now. We will teach you how to hitch it to any job.
Let us explain fully and quote prices,

BUSEY

&

HAUG,

The candidacy of Juan J. Duran,
I'nion dimity's efficient county dork
and clerk of the district and probato
courts, for the office of Secreftary
of State, subject to the will of the
13
Mate Democratic (.(invention,
gaining in ppularity all over tthe
state
The press of the slate bas commented favorably upon the candi
dacy of Duran, some speaking in
glowing terms and all admitting that
Duran is he most likely candidato
yet to announce for the office.
Tb Springer Times enthusiastically announces that "Juan J. Duran
sure bel.' at this
seems to he
time'

"miJ.
-J

M

1

La Voz del Pueblo, of Las Vega.',
a Spnish paper of great influence,
and wide circulation among Spanish speaking; people of the state,
Jl'AN .1. Dt'llAN
says, according to a translation of
I'nion ('ounty ('Icrk
an article in a recent issue made for
r.aiiiliilalt' for'officc of Secretary of the News by A. C. Miera. "Hecauso
State before the Democratic Con- of Mr. Duran's popularity and bis
peculiar fitness for the position to
vent ion.
which his friends would have him
aspire, the next democratic convenDEATH OF .11 D(.l. HOLLAND
IN
THE COUNT tion will undoubtedly comply with
KEENLY FELT
the wishes of the I'nion County di
egates and place the name of Jin
The leath of .tiidue J. S. Hollaml J. Duran on the ballot as the parlj
was deeply felt tliruout th wiiole candidate for Stale Secretary. Al
of I ' n ii ii county as his death markin the event he is nominated, it
of one of the. early almost .certain that Union Conn
ed Mu pus-miresidents who thru many kindnesses will claim the office of Secretary
anil courtesies had endeared himself of State for her favorite son."
to all who Knew Mm.
The News is advised that tho
.Incite Holland, who died at the county clerk has officially announcWinchester Hospital here, last week ed bis candidacy and has entered tho
ami whose funeral was held Tues political arena with a determinaday, was born in l'ratt county, Mo., tion lo w in the nomination and make
in IS'il. He was seventy four years a successful race
for the office.
of ap1 at the time of his death.
That he has decided to accept the
He came to New .Mexico in 1H7,
nomination is a matter of gratificasell liini in what is now Cimarron, tion lo his many friends here in
In
ami eniiaued in stock raisimr.
the county, and his candidacy will
ISKI he organized the I. I.. Cattle
lend a great deal of strength to tho
company, with extensive ramre on democratic state ticket, here and in
the Tramparas and took up bis ohter parts of the state where bo
alinde in I'nion county.
is known.
He was a member of the stale
Legislature for many years and was
Troy Krvin was 111 from Sedan
receiver of the IJ. S. land office from the fore part of tho week.
IK!3 In l.s.7 durimi the last adminL. H. Pettis and Thomas McCook,
istration of (rover Cleveland.
'Hie death of Judge Holland lakes of the Otto community, spent sevfrom I'nion county the last charter eral days in Clayton the foro part
member of the Masonic order of of the week.
Claylon.
Jack Davis was over from Ken.bulge Holland is survived by a
two ton tho fore part of tho week.
daughter, Mrs. John Knor,
Lute Allen, of Kenton, spent a day
grandchildren, Mrs. Elmer Dukelow
two here on business during tho
or
Francis
and
Kansas
Hutchinson,
of
week.
Knox, and one brother, Dr. T. K.
Holland, of Hot Springs, Ark., us
.veil as other relatives and ..
F. f. Akins made a business trip
friends who regret bis passm
an deeply as if they were closely to Palhart the first of tho week;
u-

t"

,

o-- of

related.

Volunteer your dollars lest they
Full line of gents' furnishing be drafted by tho kaiser Buy War
Pavings Stamps.
goods at Clayton Cash Ptore.

NURSERY STOCK
A

quantity of unclaimed nursery stock

be-

longing to tho Ottawa Star Nursery for sale at a

Clayton, New

Mexico.

bargain, this stock is in good condition.
Inquire of

R. W. ISAACS
CLAYTON,

'
:- -:

NEW MEXICO

IT IS THE

PATRIOTIC

DUTY

OF

EFFICIENT

SERVICE,

SERVICE

TO

TO

NOW

PREPARE

FEED

T Will pay
you to get
our prices ie-foyou order

FOR

3

re

NATION

AND

STATE

MAN

ENGAGED

DEFINITELY

AND YOUNG WOMAN NOT
IN THE NATION'S

Y0UH6

EVERY

m

mm

1

IN THE FUTURE

iThere is no stronger foundation for a career
of truly efficient service than a broad, liberal,
college education.
There is no better time than now to begin this
education.
There is no better place to begin than in the

FRESH

3

C

STOCK

FEED
C

ON HAND

ALWAYS

SALE

LOWEST PRICES FOR CASH ONLY

BILLS

CORN, CHOPS, OATS & CHICKEN FEED
Makes Little Chicks Grow.

Buy Our Little Baby Chick Fred.
'

nw

H. HERZSTEIN SEED CO.
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY

SENECA ITEMS

"SEEDS TIIAT SUCCEED"
NEW MEXICO

CLAYTON,

At Albuquerque.
SENECA

Clark Harnea, a farmer regident
of this community, but now living
at Boise City, Okla., lias had several
teams hauling hroom corn to Clay
ton.
Willie Bugh and family have moved ,to Antenciu where they will farm

matter what your rircunutance, no matter what the demands upon your time, you can
if you will, secure a thorough college education
at your home state university.
No

THE

1918

JUNE 15

Jessi will

to boost for the Third Liberty Loan
and Bed Cross was well attended.
250.00 was subscribed.

Abandon your plan for an idle summer,
r.hnngn of environment and occupation make a
trui' vacation. Spend THIS summer in preparing
yourself for a better, bigger future. Arrange to
begin your college education now.
Write today for full information. It is free.

Little Ethel (ooless has been very

more.

Mr. and Mrs. Wilsie Hugh spent
and
Sunday with Will Anderson
family.
The jiarty at Chas. Kennan's on
Saturday night was well attended;
a good time was had as usual there
and the refreshmens were simply
splendid.
Most every one in the neighborhood is inking a special effort to
laise chickens !'.' year. Several
already report having 100 chicks.
n
Miss Hell accompanied John
to Elkhart, Kansas to visit his
sister, Mrs. Cravens. The Cravens
an okj tsettlers of this comnulnity
in
and are well and prosperous
their new honje. Heavy rains make
the roads almost impassable for
miles around Elkhart.

President.

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE,

U. E. DODSON, Inspector
Clayton, New Mexico
Cffice with Clayton Abstract Co.
Phone 223 or 181

Write or call on

sick but is now quite herself once

Address

DAVID R. BOYD,

pa-pers-

'meeting at Iohe Thurday night

A

.

The Inspector will call and look over your farm, draW
the ground, and thereby save you time and expense.

also.

;

j

Makes loans on New Mexico improved
farms; easy terms; quick service; no delay.

the Tlencio homestead this year.
George Farley lias returned from
Akansas after selling hoth his farms
here. He will take a hunch of horses
back to Arkansas with bin), bis son

BEGINS

TERM

SUMMER

Oklahoma Farm
Mortgage Co.

MONEY
TO LOAN

Face the

Material

Buildiog

from a Common Sense standpoint. A tailor cannot pnt shoddy Into a snlt of clothes and
make It ns good and lasting- - as
If he had used first class cloth.

Ken-na-

NEW MEXICO

MITH'K

lltlSTKK'S

OK

SAI.K

Question

a house. The
better the materials, tha better
the building-- . Wee keep the heat.
Same with building- -

Lumber, Building-

-

Material

and

Coal. QuaUtr and Service.

THE

STAR

CLAYTON.

A. E.

LUMBER

Monteith. Mgr.

CO.

NEW MEXICO-

-

PJSTH10T CI)i:i!T OF TUB
rXITim RTATKS Full TIIK KIS- TIMc'T OK XI-- W MKXICO.
In tin- mtlcr of I'uUru Tixier. a

IX

TIIIO

Itnnkrttpt.

Xi. jr,4 In llunkruptcy.
íílven th-i- t the
is
ili r; ini-iltrustee in bankruptcy
Niitu--

,

r

i

un- -

v

of

bankrupt,
of I'edro Tlxier.
pnursiiaiit to an order of nulo isnued in
the above proceeding on the ISth day
of April. 1&1S. by the referee herein
d
ordering tho
truHtee to
to sell till the Koods, wares, chat- ties :ind book accounts and choses in
uetioii of the said bankrupt, will on
the llth day of May. A. D. 1918, at
one o'clock in the afternoon, of said
date or day, at the posloifice at Buey-ero- s,
I'nion county, New Mexico sell at
lublio auction to the highest and best
bidder for cash, all the Koods, wares,
merchandise, chattels, book accounts,
and ilíones in action of the said I'edro
Tixier. bankrupt, not exempt by law.
That tfie igooda, wares, merchandise,
and chattels will! be sold separately,
and the 'book accounts and choses in
'action will be sold in a separate lot.
Notice is further given that it is the
order of the referee hereln that toe
Koods, wares, merchandise and chattels
shall not be sold fo less than 80 per
cent of their appraised value, and the
book accounts and choses In action
Bhall not be told for lets than SO per
cent of their appraised value. That the
appraised yalne of the goods, wares.
merchandise and chattels which in
cludes property that may be claimed as
exempt, is $1483.26, and the appraised
value of the book accoun s and choses
In action U S77L.E4.
Said sale will not become absolute
until approved by the court or referee.
Dated at Clayton, New Mexico, April

6
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An All year 'round
Soft Brinl;
for the Bluejackets
--

--

undei-HiKiie-

Our boys in the navy enjoy their
Bevo. The esteem in which it is
held by the entire Navy Department is clearly indicated by the
fact that it is sold and served on
all U. S. vessels and in training
camps. Afloat or ashore, you will
find Bevo unusually refreshing,
good and healthful.
Soft in the strictest, sense, but a
thoroughgoing man's drink. Try
it by itself, or with a bite to eat.

Served everywhere families
supplied by grocers, druggists
or dealers.
Manufactured and bottled exclusively by

m
Zpl? .V2

St. Louis

Anheuser-Busc- h,

i6, 1918.
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FRANK

May 11.

TO HELP YOU
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OUR INTEREST IN YOUR CROP OR
GARDEN DOES NOT CEASE WHEN
cm TV vrvf i; xiir üorrrv
v v p v e,

urur

j
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We want you to succeed in your undertaking,
whether a hundred acres of field crop or a rod
square of war garden. '
To this end we are glad a't all times) to advise you in regard to cultivation and care of your
crop or garden; tell you what implement to use
and when to'usu it; when to lay by and when to
harvest; when to store and When to market; in
fact, we are willing and eager to give you all the
help we can at all tiroes.,
Call .at our Cla'yqn or Des Moines offioes at
any time and maybe we'll both learn something.
GOVERNMENT SEED BEANS AT $9 PER CWT.

'.

O. BLUE,

Trustee

luu i nn oslcu

jjvAj

'

In Bankruptcy.

YOUR

,

SUSSESS

i

MS

OUR

SUCCESS

MAIL ANY SIZE FILM

Enclosing 25o in stamps and w
will develop a
roll and
make one print of each good film.
We pay return postage. We employ
photographic experts only and give
eight-hoservice. This is an in
troductory first order offer to get
you acquainted with our superior
service and results. Austin's Kodak
Finishing Store, Dept. A 13, Pueblo,
ur

r tr
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OTTO JOHNSON
Distributor
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CLAYTON, N.
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Colorado.
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BUY SWASTIKA COAL IF YOU WANT THE BEST.
MAY

new rnces Annnuncea
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G.G.G.

$8.75, JUNE $9.00, JULY $9.25, AUGUST $9.40,
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WAR WORK IN THE CLAYTON
SCHOOLS

THE Eclipse Wood
mratT

í

"I

Monday, May 6,
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EVERY RED BLOODED CITIZEN

Somewhere iii Union County.
Sir, or Madam:
The Red Croas Society of Union
County in planning to have an auction sale Monday, May '6th., at It
o'clock, a.
at Clayton, N. M., for
the purpose of raising funds for the
organization.

it

It is our intention to solicit every
person in Union County for a donation for this sale.

M

We know you are anxious to do
something for this most worthy
cause, so we are giving you this
oportunity for help. Can you give
us a calf, or a pig, or a sheep or a
chicken, a few pounds of butter, or
a couple of dozen eggs, a sack of
beans, a bale of hay, a piece of fancy
work, a rag rug, a jar of fruit or
pickles, good used clothing, a piece
of furniture, or machinery, in fact
anything salable, upon which money can be realized.

pa

The fierce battle raging on the
front in Europe at this moment is
taking toll in thousands of wtounded.
Many of them are our own American boys. It is up to the people
of America to see that they want
for no necessity that will leesen
their, suffering.

I '3
1--

They need bandages, gauze, hospital garments, sheets, pillow cases,
blankets, absorbent cotton, medicine
and anaesthetics. It requires money for all these things. Let us do
our share.

S

I

Kindly notiry Mrs. C Eklund, the
chairman of committee No. 4 or finance committee, Mrs. R. Wherrett,
Mrs. Granville, Mrs. J. HUI, Jr, at
once telling us what donation you
can .make and w hen and w here you
can deliver it

pa
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MR. JACOBS,

30 Yean of Service

f

h
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R. W. Isaacs, Clayton, N.M.

I

SUPERIORITY

r
to

acknowledged even by our strongest competitors.

.

It

our many custom-er- a.
Our large stock, and upright dealings impress

holds iU place high in the opinion of

people favorably, and we respectfully sotloit your business when you are in the market for anything in our
lint. Permit us to quote you our prices.

0

If we must do your fighting,
Lined up night and day,
We hope that you'll wake up
And help to pay our way.

CLAYTON CONSTRUCTION CO.
NEW MEXICO

CLAYTON

Ifcm't spend your money for pleasure

drives,
For games of pool or beer,
But think of us in this muddy trench,
There is no pleasure here.

Abstracts A Specialty

We struggle on for life or death,

While the German cannons bellow
WAS

We appeal to you in an humble

m

Dont let your town go yellow.
Wm. Parks.

THE CLAYTON ABSLRACT CO.

prayer,

INCORPORATED

NOTICE OP PUBLICATION
State of New Mexico. County of Union. In the Dlatrlct Court of Union

&V3

County, Eighth

Judicial

Metric

New Mexico

Clayton,

of

New Mexico:

Anna Maria

S.

Martinet

Jlf. P.

No. 3270
vs.
unmm Leon Meataa, if living, if dead his
known helra, Maraelo Armljo, if living',
If dead, hla unknown helra. Ana Maria

r4

Martinet, and all unknown claimants
of Interest In the premises herelafter
deacrlbed, adverse to the plaintiff.
The said defendants, Leon Mestaa and
Marselo Armijo, if living, if dead, their
unknown heirs. Ana Maria Martinet,
and all unknown claimants of Interest
in the premises hereinafter described
adverse to the plaintiff are hereby notified that a suit has been commenced
against them la the District Court for
Judicial
the County of Union,
Mexico,
District of the Brate of
by said plaintiff, Anna Maria Martinet,
to establish the estate of the plaintiff
and to aulet her title in and to the
Shi
following described land,
of the NEU. Ntt of the SBtt. lots S,
4 and 5 and the SEK of the NW!4 all
In Sec. 6, Township 23, north of Range
32 East of the New Mexico meridian,
New Mexico, as more fully set forth
In the bill of complaint filed In said
action and that unless you enter or
cause to be entered your appearance
In said suit on or before the 18th day
of June, A. 1. 1918, dflRreo
so unci Judgment by default therein will
lie rendered uiiulnst you.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto
set my hand and seal of said court at
Clayton, New Mexico this 18th day of
April, A. 1). 1 8.

IMRVY Mgr.

Phone 223

rth

Auctioneer.

to-w- lt:

i

1 1

JUAN J. DURAN.
Clerk
TlX)MBS AND TAYLOK.

Attorney for plaintiff, Clayton,
New Mexico.
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To Owners of Ford Cars'
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The Superiority of Our Mill Work

SOLDIER'S FAREWELL

-

F3

f3

A

While we go bravely to- the front,
To try ,to settle the fuss.
If you will buy a bond or two,
It will be a great help ,to us.

14

-

'

pumping water today without repair coats

Cerne In and find out about the wonderful tirite
lb powerful and aupenor construct ion of the Edipaa.

m

Have nonations in not later thai)
Saturday, May 4, if possible.
Loyally yours for the cause,

m

i
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Every citizen in the Clayton community is justly proud of the patriotism of her boys and girls.
From the time of America's en
trance into the war they have freely
responded to every appeal of the
government and have been in the
forefront in every patriotic movement. They have done much toward
the crystalization of public senti
ment and are still in the game.
Practically every pupil Is doing
some sort of Red Cross work and in
the campaign to sell thrift stamps
and Was Savings Stamps the Clayton
pupils went over the top in mass
formation. Four hundred, or more,
"Baby Bonds" are owned by pupils
ra ond tpachers, and about one hun?:n
dred and fifity pupils are saving for
W.4 the government in the form of regular purchase of thrift stamps.
In a recent letter, J. II. Wagner,
State Superintendent of Public Instruction, compliments the school
very highly., Writing to Superintendent Chamberlain, he says; "You
certainly did yourselves great credin your war activities in your
m itschool,
and I give you the warmest
as congratulations. I wish you would
m ell your boys and girls that we are
proud of their record."
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era using it have proven this. Eclipse Mills
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Windmill keeps your tank full
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Fair and Square
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OTTO-JOHNSO-

"Ready-to-Wea- r"

N

"Ready-to-Wea- r"

CO.

MERCANTILE

Our Specialty

FOR YO

p
READY-TO-WEA-

CD A

u

PIECE GOODS DEPT.

R

LADIES' WAISTS

BARGAINS

SPECIAL SALE

EMBROIDERY

ONE LOT

.

'.'

COMBINATION

LADIES'

33

1--

SUITS

3

'

ONE LOT

off

REMNANT SALE

on Sale all this week.

Ends and now have them out.

SOME SPECIAL BARGAINS

SPECIALLY PRICED

-3

0(1

--

PRICED

--

33

1-

-3

Off

I

off

3

Ladies'

Shoes Now

on

Special

Sale.
ONE

BIG BARGAINS. COME EARLY

33

1 --

W

OGE

1--

LADIES' SHOE SALE

We have prepared all our short

1-

33

. .

One lot Muslin Combination Suits

33

Our Specialty

LOT

3 Off

ON SALE
:-

DEPA

33

-:

1

--

3 Off

TIE

QUALITY AND SERVICE

This is a time when our land is expected to produce its
maximum and unless we use high standard tools we

SOUR KRAUT

cannot attain that maximum.

$1.00

Gallon Jar

3 lb. Can

16

2-3-

The JOHN DEERE line of tools has been the standard
for more than fifty years.

c.

CODFISH

10 oz. Bricks

1

We especially call your attention to the
JOHN DEERE LISTER

5 cts.

25 cts.

16 oz. Bricks

There are six essential features to a good Lister;
First, Good Work; Second, Good Seed Bed; Third, Ac-

SORGHUM
Uncle Sam, per gal.
Western Pride, pure

Bring your Poultry and Produce

curate Dropping; Fourth, Ease of Handling; Fifth, Light
Draft; Sixth, Strength and Durability.
In the John
Deere Lister you will find all these essential features.

85 cts.
$1.25
to us.

We will be glad to show you this Lister.

We pay

the highest market price.

Clayton's ONE Large
Department Store

::

P0

Give us a chance to prove its merit.

JOHNSON MERCANTJI

COM

P

ANY

All modern Convenience
LA

For Our Customers

